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SURVEYS IN THIS SERIES

The present report is part of a writs of SUM: S, representing
a sustained program of research that \\ ill bring teachers opinions to the attention
of the American public and po,hc \ makers

First in the Series is 7/), /4, S11,1,1 0/ th
,kmorioa,/ Litho,. released in 198 It measures and anal \ Les teachers' attitudes
about educational refi/1-111 It reveals lust NM much teachers themshs are ()roil
to change and \\ tlltng to he an integral par: of the process of reform itself

The second in the series IA ,llotiopohtair /.//o Mt

Mt h 11 it /IC r. 1985 Sot ugthohqg tht PloAt(ion lc examines teachers' own agenda
')r educational reform It reports what classroom teachers at rosy the nation think

necess,in strengthen the teaching profession and to attract and retain good
teat hers

Also conducted in 1985 was '/ht 411 fiPaliall Litt: fit

ro) filo Itithok m ,kinei ha released in 1986 That report is based on a survey of
teachers the first such survey nationwide whose ( ontent parallels the

1985 survey of current teachers I t measures and compares the veWS of those ho
ha\ e left the teaching profession to work in sonic other occupation.

Next in the series IS The illaropoith/// bit _oriel fit th
ha,/ /9S6. tt)mtio 1,1c ilk 4/Lath/lig 1), imil. That sun e\ explores the

structure of the teaching profession and ways to restruo Rife the profession in the
future The 1986 project surveys \ Iral,111Y ever, level of educational leadership
across the counts I t reports the \ leWS of 111dIN (CILIA classroom teachers, ors( hool
principals and district superintendents, of stare legislators, commissioners of cdu-
cation Ind go\ ernors aides w ho deal with education Ind of teacher union officers
and college deans of education The sun ey offers a comprehensive perspec tI
from the ground up of the issues facing the teaching profession to,davind of
specific reforms that generate consensus or disagreement.

The series also includes se\ eral reports on indi !dual states
two sune\ s of California teachers and one of New Yoirk teachers whose q LACS-

t1011S parallel the 198 i and 1985 nation ide studies
The latest in the series, Iho

A mort,m julthr. 198 Staugthumg Iduki Battu,' I him and Atiod has been con-
ducted using the sank general men iodolog \ as in previous years so a, to facilitate
the charting of trends over time It expands the scope of rlic series t o include the
iews of parents of America's sill Ail-aged children
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FOREWORD FROM METROPOLITAN LIFE

Education in America has witnessed a great deal of upheaval
and change in a few short years. This continues. And often teachers have been at
the center of the debate on how to ir-prove our valued institution of public
education.

As this exciting new study shows, two groups have stood
united in their commitment to educating America's youth parents and teachers.

The role of the parent in the education of our youth, like
that of the teacher, is often taken for granted. And like the teacher's, the parent's
contribution to the educational process is critical to successful learning

This study, the only one of its kind, probes the relationships
between teachers and parents. The results are noteworthy Parents sobering assess-
ment of their own performance and teachers concerns about students left on their
own are warnings that should not go unheeded.

Yet, teachers and parents understanding and respect for one
another is demonstrated clearly in this year's survey. The survey results will un-
doubtedly spark positive discussion among all parties active in education.

We are pleased to be associated with Louis Harris and his
distinguished organization. As expected, they have produced a valuable and much
needed look at the essential link between home and school.
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TRENDS ALERT: A PROMISING UPSWING IN THE
MORALE OF THE NATION'S TEACHING FORCE

Key trend questions, which have been repeated several nines
over the years in this series of sureys, offer a sensitive baroineter o1.- the mood of
America's teachers

1. The morale of the nation's teaching force has under-
gone a promising upturn during the past year. The proportion of teachers saying
they are satisfied with their job has risen by a significant four percentage points,
from 81Yi to 85q. And the proportion of teachers saying they are likely to leave
the profession during the next five years has dropped by almost five percentage
points, from 27% to 22%.

2. The improvements in morale appear to be broad-
gauged and not confined to particular groups of teachers. Almost every cate-
gory of teacher studied showed an improvement in morale. This suggests that the
causes are of the type that would affect all teachers. Such causes could include the
sheer amount of attention given in the past couple years to the state of education
and to the situation of teachers in this country, the murnentum toward educational
reform occuring in many states across the country, and objective improvements in
salaries in some areas.

3. But one group of teachers stands out as showing the
largest improvement in morale newer teachers who have less than five years
experience. The} shifted by 19 points and are now considerably less likely than
formerly to think they will leave the profession within the next five years. This
holds promise that teaching may now be coming to be viewed as a more attractive
career to enter and to remain in than it was in the recent past.

But there is no guarantee that the upturn in morale will
be sustained in the future. Certainly, it is not automatic. If momentum is lost, if
the priorities of policymakers shift to other areas, if the reforms and improvements
achieved to date are not carried through, then we should not be surprised to see a
future dip in teacher morale, perhaps even a lar).c. one On the other hand, the rise
in morale to date should be justifiably gratifying to all those who have lafxred in
recent years for a strengchened educational system in this country. It is also a
promising foundation for all of us to build upon fOr the future of our children

6



I Trends Table -1 Rise in Teacher Morale

Q 1 Etil ION: All in all, how satisfied would you say you are with your job as a teacher in the
public schools very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or eery
dissatisfied?

Q 1 ESTION: Have you ever seriously considered leaving teaching to go into some other
occupation?

Q 1 ESTION: Within the next 5 years how likely is it that you will leave the teaching profession to
go into some different occupation very likely, fairly likely; not too likely, not at all
likely?

Job Satisfaction'

tNoi asked in 1985

Leaving the Profession*

tNot asked in 1984

% % % %

1,98' 40 41 16 2

1,602 33 48 15 4
1,002 40 45 12 2

% %

1,846 51 27
1,602 55 27
1,002 52 22
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INTRODUCTION

This is the latest in a series of Metropolitan life SUrVCVS of

teachers in the United States It represents a sustained program of research de-
signed to bring teat her~ opinions to the attention of the American public and
educational policy makers

The Metropolitan Life Surve% of the American Teacher, I98-.
Strengthening Links BeMeCI1 Home and School

This years survey ()ne again expands our scope to inch. de
the views of a key group who %Nen: not inter% ed in any of our pre\ sous surveys

the parents of current American schoolchildren We seek the views of parents,
as well a., t,..2 views of teachers, because relations between home and school arc
crucial to educating out children effective:I) Therefore, the survey is designed to
undc,and and to clarity those views, to learn how parents and teachers perceive
one another's role and perfOrmance in the education of children, and to measurc
the extent to which they arc in agreement or disagreement about ways to
strengthen home-school links.

behece that this survey is unique in intervic ving large,
nationwide samples of both teachers and parents ,,f rub(:( sehookhildren, using

CIULtionnaires in order to compare and contrast the.r views. We also be-
lieve that this is the first survey ()factual parents not just of the general adult
public that is of sufficient size (2,011 parents) to permit careful examination
of how key sub - groups of paicnts feel how black parents and Hispanic parents
compare with white parents, for example, how inner-city parents compare with
suburban parents Ind how poor or chsadcantaged parents compare v ith affluent
parents.

in this report:
Parents and teachers rate the quality of education today and identifv specific
aspects of the school they feel ars more successful vs less suc«xsful

Teachers and parents offer the specific criticisms thf) ;face of parents and in-
licate the ways in which they feel many parents are rat perfoi ming the role
they should play in the education of children

Parents and teacher- describe the present state of contact between home and
school the types of contact they have v ith one another, how often they have
it, and how satisfied or dissatisfied they arc with it

Parents and teachers tell how much contact w ith one another they actually
want, what fiirms of involvement they prefer, and what the) sec ,cs some of
the major barriers that stand in the way

Parents and teachers evaluate: new steps that might be taken to strengihen the
tics between home and school, identifying whit]: links they each think
would be valuable and which steps provoke disagreement

13
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Parents and teachers evaluate a proposal for one firm of ultimate parent power
a system in which parents could choose between different public schools

for their child and describe the consequences they foresee

Teachers indicate the top priority they give to not leaving children alone on
their own after school hours, while parents discuss how oftim this happens
now and the kind of programs they would support to reduce it

Parents and teachers view the problem of students dropping out of school,
and indicate the type of joint steps they think home and school can take to
deal with the problem

Teachers demonstrate the strong connection between the state of home-- 41001
links and their own job satisfaction as teachers, revealing crucial implications
for the morale of the nation's teaching force

Surve) Method
The survey is based on interviews with 1,002 teachers and

2,011 parents of children in the nation's public schools. All interviewing was done
in May and June, 1987. Every public school teacher from kindergarten through
grade 12 had an equal chance of being drawn into the sample of teachers. Parents
were identified through the screening of approximately 9,000 households across
the nation via random digit dialing (RDD) techniques. Every telephone house-
hold containing a child under age 21 who currently is or recently was a public
school student had an equal chance of being drawn into the sample of parents. The
detailed survey methodology, including information on response rates and statis-
tical reliability of the samples, is provided in Appendix A. Appendix B includes
the two survey questionnaires showing the marginal frequencies for all questions.

Notes on Reading the Tables
An asterisk (*) on a table signifies a value of less than one-

half percent (0.5%). A dash ( ) represents a value of zero. Percentages may not
always add to 100% because of computer rounding, multiple answers from respon-
dents, or the elimination of "no answers" from particular tables.

Public Release of the Survey Findings
All Louis Harris and Associates surveys are designed to ad-

here to the code of standards of the Council of American Survey Research Orbani-
zations (CASRO) and the code of the National Council of Public Polls (NCPP).
Because data from this survey will be released to the public, any release must stip-
ulate that the complete report is also available, rather than simply an excerpt from
the survey findings.

Project Responsib:I'!
The director of this project at Louis Harris and Associates

was Michael R. Kagay, Ph.D., Vice President. He worked under the overall su-
pervision of Humphrey Taylor, President. Jane Ross, Ph.D., Research Associate,
contributed to all aspects of the project.

Louis Harris and Associates gratefully acknowledges the
contributions of many individuals to this project. Our colleagues at Metr..:Iolitan
Life and Program Planners, Inc., in particular, did a great deal to point us in
worthwhile directions. However, responsibility For the survey questions, the find-
ings, and their interpretation rests solely with Louis Harris and Associates

14



HIGHLIGHTS

This summary pros ides an overview of the results (.. the sur-
vey Many findings described in the body of the report do not appear in this
summary.

A Major Cause of Problems in the Schools. Children on Their ON\ n
Historically, many of the problems confronting the schools

have been linked to poverty and underprivilege. In this survey teachers single out
children being left alone after school as a may cause of students having difficulty
in school. More teachers see this as a crinc,1 factor tl- an stress poverty or single
parent families, although of course the issues arc related.

1. Teachers put top priority on not leaving children on their
own after school hours. When asked to rank seven possible causes of students' hay-
ing difficulty in school, teachers single out as the number one factor "children
who are left on their own after school: And, when asked to evaluate seven possible
criticisms of parents, teachers single out as their top criticism that parents "leave
their children alone too much on their own after school:'

2. Forty-one percent of parents say their child is often on
his or her own between the end of school and 5:30 p.m. Twenty-four of the 417r
say almost every day, while seventeen of the 417 say one or two days per week.
Junior high and high school children are the most likely to be on their own.

3. The problem exists at all economic levels of society and
in cll parts of the country While Hack children are somewhat more likely to be
on their own, and while children of parents who work full-time are more likely to
be on their own, the problem is not confined just to certain groups. Figures are
substantial within every demographic category studied in this survey. The prob-
lem of children left on their own exists in all social strata.

Parents and Teachers Rate the Schools
The majority of parents and teachers see overall progress in

American public education, but they agree on the need for several changes or
reforms.

1 Parents and teachers rate some specific aspects of the
schools much more highly than they rate others. Both parents and teachers give
their highest marks to the personal or human aspects of education the teaching
staff. The qualifications and competence of the teachers and the degree to which
teachers care about students are singled out for the highest praise out of 14 aspects
rated.

15
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2. Parents as well as teachers reserve their lowest ratings for

some of the products or outputs from the school system the success of the school

in preparing students for jobs and college in the future. They seem to blame both
the school and the home for this failing, as parents give relatively low ratings to
the amount of homework assigned by the school, and both parents and teachers

give low ratings to the degree to which most students seem motivated to learn.
3. On balance, the majority of parents as well as teachers

believe that the education that children receive in school today is better than It
was in the past. Between six out of ten and seven out or ten of both parents and

teachers perceive such progress.
4. iowever, an important minority of up to three in ten

parents and a Jirmlar proportion of teachers disagree. They believe that the
education children receive today is worse than it was years ago. This critical mi-
nority represents a substantial constituency for reform and change in American

public education.

Parents Ackno,A ledge Criticisms of Their Performance
Parents receive widespread criticism for being hay in oversee-

ing the educational progress of their children, not only from teachers but from
themselves. Parents are self-critical and agree with many of the failings cited by

teachers.
1. Over six in ten teachers (62%) think that "many" or

"most" parents leave their children alone too much on their own after school. Sur-

prisingly, nearly six in ten parents (59%) agree with this criticism.
2. Over half of America's teachers (51%) believe that many

or most parents fail to discipline their children. An even greater percentage of par-

ents (58%) agree with this indictment of the job being done by the home.
3. A majority of teachers (53%) say that many or most par-

ents fail to motivate their children so that they want to learn in school. Nearly the
same percentage of parents (52%) say they think so too.

4. However, most teachers do not feel that parents show

any lack of respect for teachers. Although past surveys in this series have shown

that teachers feel a profound lack of respect from society as evidenced by what

they see as low salaries and low professional prestige teachers do not perceive

any lack of respect from their own studentg parents. Rather, the parents of a
teacher's own students can better be seen as potential partners in the process of

education.

Greater Parental Involvement Wanted
While parents are self-critical, they are surprisingly eager,

not only be kept informed of what is happening at school, but also to be ac-

tively consulted about many school policies. And teachers are strikingly open to

parental involvement in the process of education. Teachers and parents are in

agreement that parents should participate even inside the school itself.

4 16
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1. Majorities or large pluralities of both teachers and Nr-
ents endorse active consultation concerning a variety of important school practices
and policies. These include changes in the discipline policy, and changes in extra-
curricular activities, and changes in what subjects are taught.

2. But many teachers want to reserve purely pedagogical
areas for themselves, due to their sense of professionalism in this area. These in-
clude decisions about grading standards and decisions about homework policy.
Yet even in these pedagogical areas, four in ten teachers want to consult with
parents.

3. Especially interesting findings reflect pleas on the part of
certain groups of parents who currently feel they do not receive sufficient attention
from the school. For instance, central city parents are more likely than either sub-
urban or r ,n-metropolitan-area parents to want active consultation. And single
parents who work full-time are also especially likely to want consultation. Among
teachers, those working in inner-city schools and other urban schools are particu-
larly likely to endorse active consultation. This parallels the expressed desire of
central city parents themselves.

4. Parents and teachers agree on the need for involvement
at home and in the school. A majority of parents say that it is important for par-
ents to be involved, not only from home (57%), but at the school itself (74%).
And teachers are just as enthusiastic as parents about having parents involved in-
side the school (75% ).

5. Contact between parents and teachers declines as chil-
dren prs2gress from lower grade ievels to higher:grade levels. Hand in hald with
this decline goes rising dissatisfaction over the frequency of contact.

6. Parents who report the most contact with their child's
school include parents of elementary school children, parents who have college
training, and parents with higher income. Considerably less contact with the
school is reported by parents who have children of high school age and by parents
who have fewer economic advantages in terms of income and education.

7. Extra-curricular events are an important draw in actract-
mg parents to the school. Fifty percent of parents say they attend a play, sports
event, or concert at school more than three times a year. But such events do not of-
fer much opportunity to discuss either problems of individual children or more
general issues of school policy, which is the kind of involvement many parents say
they want. Those kinds of encounters occur less often.

8. Most parents say they are satisfied with the frequency of
contact they currently have with their child's school. Eighty-five percent of parents
say they are very or somewhat satisfied, with the "verys" outnumbering the
"somewhats' Parents of elementary school children stand out as being the most
satisfied.
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9. But some categories of parents are much less satisfied.
These include secondary school parents, parents living in the nation's central cit-
ies, and single parents who work full-time Teachers on the whole report them-
selves to be somewhat less satisfied than do parents. Teachers with the highest
rates of dissatisfaction are: high school teachers, Inner cal; and other urban teach-
ers, teachers working in districts that have below-average wealth, and new
teachers with less than five years experience.

It's Not Easy for Parents and Teachers to Talk to Each Other
Three Important barriers studied in this survey Include the

degree to which parents and teachers see one another as unavailable or unrespon-
sive, the amount of reluctance each feels about approaching the other, and the

potential misma, ' of schedules due to the demands of work.
1. Parents and teachers have quite different percep-

tions of one another's availability and responsiveness when they need to
contact each other. In the eyes of parents, the availability and responsiveness of
teachers is the topmost rated of 14 aspects concerning the school. In the eyes of
teachers, however, the availability and responsiveness of parents gains barely.
positive marks (547 positive). Teachers working in inner city schools and in
districts with below-average wealth are particularly likely to see parents in their
local area as less available or responsive when contact is needed.

2. A majority of teachers have felt reluctant to ap-
proach parents of their students to talk with them about their children.
Fifty-five percent of teachers say they have felt "uneasy or reluctant:' Female teach-
ers, elementary teachers, and white teachers are more likely to report such

feelings
3 One-fifth of parents say that they, too, have felt

awkward or reluctant about approaching a teacher to talk with them re-
ganiirgl their child. Such parental feelings seem to be connected witt, differences
in social background

4. Many parents and teachers experience a mismatch
in schedules, causi them to prefer incompatible times for meetings.
Almost 90 (,' of teachers say that the traditional rimes for one-on-one meetings
during the school day or after school in the afternoon are the most convenient
times for them But only 677 of parents say that those traditional times of day
would be convenient for them. One-third of parents say they would prefer to meet
in the evening, but only 9g of teachers say that would be convenient for them.

5. The demographic realities of the contemporary
American family, therefore, have profound implications for home-school
contacts. Forty-four percent of households with schoolchildren now contain ei-
ther a single parent working full-time (157) or else two parents who bothwork

full-time (29%). Only 277 of households with schoolchildren contain the "tradi-
tional" situation of two parents, one working and one staying at home who
would, presumably, be available for meetings at school during the day or after-
noon. Today's full-time working parents are the ones most likely to prefer evening
meetings. Seven our of ten parents who work full-time say that in the past they
have had to take time oft from work to visit the school.
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Support for Ne(% Steps to Link Hume and S hool
Parents and teachersree on many specific steps that

would be valuable in linking home and school, but they disagree over oth-
ers. Their patterns of agreement and disagreement offer more insight inn, the pre-
ferred types of greater involvement that each party has in mind.

I. Teachers can take the first step to increase the in-
volvement of parents with the school; they need not wait for parents to act
first. A large majority of teachers endorse this position, as do a plurality of
parents.

2. Parents and teachers both endorse a role for parents
that includes volunteer work, supportive activities, and promotional
efforts. The topmost step is "providing parents with information and materials to
support or reinforce what is being taught at schoJl; seven in ten of both groups en-
dorse this. Almost as popular is the idea of "having parents do volunteer work to
help out the school:' And a majority of both teachers and parents back the idea of
"involving parents as promoters and fund raisers for the school:'

3. But teachers and parents part company over pro-
posals that might give parents power over curriculum or pedagogy. Small
majorities or near majorities of parents endorse the idea of involving parents on a
"management team to determine school policies" and "placing parents on com-
mittees that decide the curriculum of the school" But at most only a quarter of
teaclers go along with these proposals.

4. Parents and teachers both put high priority on mea-
sures that would result in parents better performing their role in nurturing
and supervising the educational progress of their child. Overwhelming ma-
jorities of both parents and teachers endorse "having parents limit television until
all homework is finished" and "having parents spend much more time with their
children in .,upport of school and teachers:' The latter is the topranked step in the
eyes of teachers, 84W of whom say it would help a lot to improve education.

5. But parents also see a need for more outreach from
the school, whreas teachers see less urgency about the need for or the
value of such outreach. At least six out of ten parents strongly favor "distri-
buting a newsletter to keep parents informed about what's happening in school,"
and "establishing a homework hotline which students can call for advice on how
to deal with a homework assignment" Low income parents and minority parents
are even more in favor But only between 40Y and 5OW of teachers think such de-
vices would help a lot. The same pattern of parental enthusiasm and teacher hesi-
tation occurs when it comes to "having the school give more guidance to teachers
about how to involve parents better in the future:' Teachers need to realize how
much many parents would value such outreach training as well as specific outreach
programs like newsletters and hotlines.

6. Parents and teachers both support additional uses
of school facilities that could better integrate the school into the commu-
nity; thus further linking home and school. These include using school facili-
ties to offer night classes for adults, to organize special activities for the elderly,
and to sponsor extra-curricular activities for students after school
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7. They feel less priority; however, when it comes to
using_public school facilities to organize daycare for pre-school children.
This proposal gains less than majority support from both parents and teachers
Still, parents are somewhat more supportive of pre-school daycare than are teach-
ers, and black parents are very supportive.

Possible Solutions to the Problem of Children Being Left Alone
1. A majority of parents express willingness to utilize

an after-school program organized by the school. Non-educational programs
of extra-curricular activities are even more popular with parents than educational
programs after school.

2. Interest in after-school prQgrams goes±)eyond par-
ents who work or who currently have children on their own. A majority of
all parents say they would be willing to pay for such programs in the event that
the school budget could not afford it.

What if Parents Could Choose Between Schools?
One powerful form of home involvement with school would

occur if parents could choose between several different public schools for their
child. An ultimate form of parent power would be the ability to walk :way from a
school perceived as unresponsive, taking the child elsewhere.

1. One-quarter of parents say that, if they had a
choice, they would thir' .eriously about choosing a different school.
Three-quarters say they are satisfied with their present school. Those most likely
to want a change are parents living in ceitral cities and single parents who work.

2. But the constituency for choice and change is not
confined just to certain groups. It is present in all parts of the country and
at all levels of society. This is because the minority who would opt for changing
schools constitutes from 20% to 30% of every demographic grouping in the
survey.

3. Parents and teachers see both beneficial results and
some undesirable effects as likely to flow from a system of choice between
schools. Parents who are actually interested in changing schools are particularly
likely to perceive benefits.

Reducing Drop-Outs: New Vocational Education and Job Training
1. Approximately one-fifth of both high school teach-

ers and of parents with high school children across the country say that
drop-outs are a major problem in their school. Teachers working in districts
of below-average wealth and parents who themselves did not graduate from high
school are especially likely to see drop-outs as a problem in their area.



2. The favored responses to the problem are providing
more vocational education and job training for students, and informingparents immediately about any absences or truancy. Parents and teacherschoose these as the top solutions our of six possible measures. Teachers, however,
are somewhat more cautious about lust how much each measure could be expectedto help.

Improved Links Between Home and School Would Raise Morale
Home-school links strongly affect teachers job satisfaction,and job satisfaction strongly impacts on the likelihood of staying in or leaving the

teaching profession. Therefore, anyone concerned about the recruitment, reten-tion, and morale of America's teaching force must also be concerned with the cur-rent state of home-school links in this country, with the barriers that need to be
overcome, and with the steps that must be taken to make parents and teachers
more effective partners in the education of our children.
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CHAPTER 1: A PROFILE OF AMERICAN PARENTS WITH
CHILDREN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The .Ilet,,politati bje Sumo ff the Anieritim Teeiiher. 1987:
Strengthening Link.t Between Home and Schollexplores the relations between home
and school, between parent and teacher, Past surveys in this series have presented a
detailed profile of the American teacher. This is our first opportunity to profile
parents of Amen an public schoolchildren (Table 1-1).

At the current time just slq,lItly more than one-quarter of
all U.S households have a child in the nation's public schools. Today's parents are
different. And they are not a homogeneous group Table 1-1 shows the profile sep-
arately for white parents, black parents, and Hispanic parents because of what are
in some cases sharp differences that suggest differing situations and differing
needs.

F may Status and Work Status

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the profile c Isists of
family status and work status. Only 277r of households wIth school aged children
today consist of the "traditional" setting of two parents with one parent working
and the other parent staying at home (Table 1-1).

One-quarter of the households consist of a single parent. Of
these, eight out of ten work full- or part-time Black families are particularly
likely to consist of a single parent.

Three-quarters of the households do have two parents. But
two out of three of them have both parents working at least part-time

Other Patterns That Stand Out
Parents of current schoolchildren tend to be in their middle

years as compared to all U S adults Three-quarters ofparents are in their thirties
and forties as compared to only 2)5' of the whole adult population. This is quite
understandable since these are the prime childrearing years.

Today's parents of children in the public schools include
somewhat more blacks and Hispanics than the adult population at large This re-
flects the higher birth rates and relative growth in minority populations in recent
decades. But three- quarters of all parents are white. One-fifth of Hispanic parents
say that English is not the main language spoken at home.

As compared to all U.S adults, parents are slightly less
likely to be in central cities and slightly more likely to be in the suburbs, small
towns, and rural areas. Many parents clearly continue today, as did parents in the
past, to make residential decisions with schools in mind But a quarter of all
parents with current schoolchildren remain in central cities, including of
black parents.
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In terms of income, parents as a group tend to be slivi,r1
better off than all U.S. ldults This is because the entire adult population includes

many elderly Americans living on modest fixed incomes, plus the youngest adults

Just starting their careers at the lower end of their respective wage scales and not

yet married or with children of school age. Black parents and Hispanic parents arc

less well off financially than parents as a whole.
In terms of education, today's parents look very similar to

all U.S. adults. Between 30e% and 4o have had at least some college training,
while over six in ten have a high school education or less. Hispanic pan nts have

the lowest level of educational attainment.

OBSERI ATION: These demographic realines
of the contemporary American family
have profound implications for relations
between home and school. The
substantial proportion of single parents
and the large proportion of working
parents can affect the time available for
parents to be with their children and to
work with the school. They can render
some of the traditional forms of home-
school contact difficult or impossible to
schedule. They can create the need for
mutual adjustments by teachers and
parents, and the necessity for new
programs or measures to strengthen
home-school !inks.
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Table 1-1 Profile of American Parents With
Children in Public Schools

13

%

73

2,011
%

150
%

1,573
%

-

211
%

-
14 50 50 51 46
6 22 21 29 21

8 28 29 20 33

25 22 24 22 17
25 25 29 15 11

31 37 32 52 40
19 16 15 11 33

31 25 r 47 38
44 46 49 34 39
24 28 31 20 22

81 73 100 - -
11 14 - 100
6 10 - - 100

29 12 9 18 18
22 46 42 44 42
13 31 36 25 25
35 10 12 13 12

25 23 21 27 33
39 39 38 40 40
18 17 18 18 17
10 10 11 9 6
7 10 12 7 4
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14

Profile ((American Parents With
Children in Public Schools

/ 2,011 1,573 211 150

,........

- 6 3 16 7- 4 3 6 7- 15 12 32 17

- 27 29 15 29- 19 23 6 12- 29 31 24 27

13 9 5 23 13

15 12 10 18 21

19 21 20 20 22

16 20 21 16 15

14 20 22 12 12

13 12 15 8 8

73 -
12 44 46 45 40

9 35 37 25 31

4 14 12 17 19

2 6 4 14 10

97 99 98 81- 2 - 17- 1 * 2 *
* * 2-

**Does not add to 100% because from 5% to 10% typically refuse to reveal their income category
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CHAPTER 2: PARENTS AND TEACHERS VIEW KEY
ASPECTS OF HOME AND SCHOOL

Teachers and parents are agreed on many of the specific
things they like best vs. least about today's schools. Majorities of parents and
teachers see overall progress in education today, but many are unimpressed with
particular aspects of the schools and critical minorities perceive an overall decline
in education.

\X'hat Parents Like Best and Least About the School Sstem
Parents as a whole give positive marks to most specific as-

pects of their child's publ. school. In regard to 13 out of the 14 aspects rated,
more than 50% of parents give "excellent" or "good" marks to their child's school
(Table 2-1). But this overall favorable balance encompasses a revealing range of
variation. Some aspects of public education are rated much higher than others.

Parents reserve their highest ratings for the most personal or
human aspect of education the teaching staff. Over seven out of ten parents give
positive marks to the availability and responsiveness of teachers, the degree to
which teachers seem to care about their students, and the qualifications and com-
petence of teachers in their school.

Parents give some of their lowest ratings to the products or
outputs of the school system, i.e. the success of the school in preparing students
for the future for jobs after high school, 1.nd for education beyond high school.
They seem to blame both the school and the home for this, as relatively low rat-
ings are also given by parents both to the amount of homework assigned by the
school, and the degree to which most students seem motivated to learn.

OBSERV ATION: This finding confirms the conclusions
of a survey by Harris in 1986 for the
Carnegie Forum on Education and the
Economy. That survey revealed that the
U.S. public as a whole is very concerned
over the state of American economic
competitiveiv-ss and over the difficulty
that the nation's education system
seems to have in training a labor force
that can preserve and advance that
competitiveness in the future.

What Teachers Like Best and Least About the School S stern
Despite all the problems with education which we have

measured in past surveys, teachers evaluate various aspects of their own schools
positively. On every one of the 14 aspects judged, 507 or more of American
teachers offer ratings of "excellent" or "good" (Table 2-2). But, as is the case with
parents, teachers rate some aspects much more highly than others.
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American teachers single out for highest praise the same
type of personal or human aspects that parents identified Over 9(0 of teachers
give positive marks to the qualifications and competence of their teaching col-
leagues, and to the degree to which teachers care about students.

Teachers reserve their most negative ratings for some of i.he
same aspects that parents also single out: the success of the school in preparing
students for jobs after high school, and the degree to which most students seem
motivated to learn. Like parents, teachers a' J rate the school board relatively low.

OSSERI 41.10 .1 : Last year's survey in this series which
interviewed teachers, principals,
superintendents, state legislators, and
ether state education officials, but not
parents also identified a pattern of the
teaching staff topping the list whenever
ratings are handed out. Of ten types of
participants in public education at all
levels, classroom teachers received the
highest ratings in terms of their job
performance. That survey, The
Metropolitan Life Survey of the American

Teacher, 1986: Restructuring the Teaching
Profession, concluded that the highest
ratings tend to go to those participants in
public education who are the closest to
Individual students, and that lower
ratings tend to be given to officials who
are more re .ote or removed from the
classroom .vel. The new 1987 survey
confirms that pattern: parents as well as
teachers give top marks to the teaching
staff and much lower marks to the school
board. This may reflect the decision-
making role of school th;ards.

A Major Difference 13( m:en Teachers and Parents
major difference between teaclwrs and parents concerns

each other's availability and responsiveness when they need to contact one another.
In the eyes of parents, the availability and responsiveness of teachers is the topmost
rated of the 14 aspects, garnering 76(X positive marks In the eyes of teachers,
however, the availability and responsiveness of parents gains a barely positive
rating (54(A "excellent" or "good" vs. 46(X "fair" or "poor").

The issues of how much contact and involvement currently
do exist between parents and teachers, how much ideally should exist, what bar-
riers now exist, and what solutions are preferred are all critical issues which will be
examined in detail in later chapters of this report. But it is clear immediately that
teachers am. parents begin with quite different views on this subject, perhaps
because of varying expectatp or experiences
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Further trim isms About !Ioni and Parents
Lack of availability, and responsiveness is not the only criti-

cism about parents. Last year's survey, The Metropolitan Life SUI9 the Amernan

Teacher: 1986: Reimatumg the 7Luhing Pro lei ium, concluded that parents are seen as
not performing the role they should play in the education of their children. That
was registered in last year's sui- when parents of school-aged children received
some of the lowest job perfolmance ratings given by teachers and by several other
groups of education leaders surveyed. However, that indictment was a broad one,
and its specifics were not measured in any detail at that time.

Therefore, teachers in this year's survey were asked to react
to a number of specific criticisms that might be made of parents. Parents were
asked the same questions in order to compare their own reactions. Their patterns
of agreement now permit us to document the particular ways in which parents are
seen as falling short in their duties. The surprising thing is that majorities of par-
ents themselves are self-critical; they also agree with some of the key criticisms
leveled by teachers (Table 2-3).

Over six in ten teachers (62%) think that "many" or
"most" parents leave their children alone too much on
their own after school. Surprisingly, nearly six in ten par-
ents concur (5c9'%).

Over half of America's teachers (51W ) believe that many
or most parents fail to discipline their children. An even
greater percentage of parents (58(X ) agree.

A majority of teachers (53(X ) say that many or most par-
ents fail to motivate their children so that they want to
learn in school. Nearly the same percent of parents (52W )
say they think so too.

Smaller majorities or near-majorities of both teachers and
parents also support two other criticisms. that parents take too little interest in
their children's education in general, and that they neglect to see that their chil-
dren's homework gets done in particular.

The overall plc that emerges from these findings is one
of widespread critic ism of parents for laxness in overseeing the educational pro-
gress of their children. But this is not simply external criticism, parents them-
selves self-critically join in.

O B S E R 1 ATI ON: However, another potential criticism of
parents does not gain support either from
teachers or from parents. Few think that
parents fail to show respect for teachers.
Previous surveys in this series

documented that teachers feel a profound

lack of respect from society. This lack of
respect is symbolized particularly acutely

by w hat they feel to be low salaries and
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low professional prestige. We
automati( ally assumed that low respect
from parents was Just one more element
of this situation. However, this year's
survey, makes it clear that parents
themselves don't percLive any lack of
respect from their end. Moreover, the
survey reveals that teachers don't actually
feel a lack of respect from their own
students parents (as opposed to from
society at large). Thus, the parents of a
teacher's own students may better be seen
as potential partners in the process of the
child's education.

()%erall Progress's. Decline in Education
On balance, both parents and teachers believe that the over-

all education children receive in school today is better than it was in the past. Be-
tween six out of ten parents, and a slightly larger proportion of teachers, perceive
such progress regardless of whether the reference point is three years ago, ten
years ago. or when they themselves were in school (Table 2-4).

However, not all parents and teachers see progress in t(xlay's
schools. As many as three in ten parents, and nearly the same proportion of teach-
ers, disagree. They believe that the education children receive today is worse than
it was years ago. This critical minority provide a strong constituency for reform
and change. And in some important respects this constituency is even larger, be-
cause when they look at specific aspects of the school, as we have seen above
we find that many more parents and teachers are unimpre,sed with particular
aspects of today's sch(mls.
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Table 2-1 How kaic 1.speds ry. /heir Childs Schoo/

QI tsiI0\ For each of the follow ing aspects on which public schools can be judged. please tell
me whether )ou would rate sour school excellent. good. fair. or poor on that aspect.

00,
,0

? '1,

0
0

ma
0

' :t,;.*

0
4,

38 38 16 8 1

31 39 21 9 *

27 50 18 5 1

26 48 20 4 2

26 -t6 20 7 1

26 41 23 9 1

25 -t7 21 7 1

20 50 23 5 2

17 -t9 22 7 4

17 40 20 8 16

16 -t7 2-t 9 4

15 14 30 9 2

15 -t3 27 11 -t
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Table 2-3 Criticisms That Parents and Teachers Think Are lidid for
Maio' Parents

Qt E S T I 0 \ : Let me ask about some criticisms that are sometimes made of parents. How many
parents do you think (READ EACH ITEM) most, many, some, or hardly any?

Base:

Leave their chilren alone too
much on their own after school

PERCENT SAYING "MOST" OR -MANY

PARENTS

2,011
%

0 10 20

TEACHERS

1,002

30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100

Fail to discipline their children

Fail to motivate their children 1..11so that they want to learn in
school

Take too little interest in their
children's education

Neglect to see that their
children's homework gets done

Fail to show respect for teachers Er
Set too high or too strict a
standard for their children to
meet

12

21
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Table 2-4 How Parents and Teachers Compare Education Today
With Education in the Past

Q l ESTION: Is the education that children receive in school better today or worse today than the
education that was being given? (READ EACH ITEM)

Parents Base: 2,011

Three years ago

Ten years ago

When you yourself were in
school

Teachers Base: 1,002

Three years ago

BETTER

TODAY

WORSE

TODAY

SAME, NO

DIFFERENCE NOT

(VOL.) SURE

Ten years ago

When you yourself were in
school
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CHAPTER 3: BARRIERS TO GREATER CONTACT
BETWEEN HOME AND SCHOOL

The survey identifies three types of barriers to better parent-
teacher links. First is the degree of availability and responsiveness each party per-
ceives on the part of the other. Second is mutual awkwardness and reluctance thar
exists in many cases. Third is the frequent mismatch in schedules introduced by
job requirements.

Perceived Availability and Responsiveness
As noted briefly in the previous chapter, parents and teach-

ers have quite different perceptions of one another's availability and responsiveness
when they need to contact each other. In this regard parents rate teachers very
highly, but teachers give parents barely positive marks. Table 3-1 looks below the
surface to reveal which parents perceive the most vs. the least availability and
responsiveness from teachers.

The highest ratings are given to teachers by suburban par-
ents, parents with college degrees, and parents of elementary school children. Par-
ents of high school students are less impressed, as are parents who themselves did
not graduate from high school.

Table 3-2 shows which teachers report the most vs. the least
availability and responsiveness from parents. Teachers in inner city schools and
teachers in districts with below-average wealth see parents in their local area as
considerably less available or responsive when they need to be contacted.

Mutual Aw kwardness and Reluctance
A possible factor contributing to these differences in per-

ceived availability and responsiveness is a feeling of awkwardness or reluctance
about approaching one another. A majority of American teachers (55W ) say that
they have felt "uneasy or reluctant" about approaching parents to talk with them
about their child (Table 3-3). Somewhat fewer parents, about one out of five, say
they have felt awkward or reluctant about approaching a teacher to talk with them
regarding their child (Table 3-4).

Female teachers are more likely than male teachers to have
felt reluctance in approaching parents. White teachers are more likely than black
teachers to say the same And elementary teachers are more likely than high
school teachers to have felt uneasy or reluctant. Reluctance is even higher outside
urban areas than it is within urban areas.

Among parents the feeling of reluctance in approaching
teachers seems to be a product of differences in social background The most reluc-
tant parent', are those with income under S15,000 (24 ) and those who did not
themselves graduate from high school (24W ). They may find it harder to relate to
teachers who typically have college degrees and in many cases graduate training.
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Mismatch in Schedules
Another potential barrier for some teachers and parents,

which affects their availability to meet, is a mismatch in their respective sched-
ules A traditional time for one-on-one meetings between teachers and parents is
during the school day or after school in the afternoon. And nine out of ten Ameri-
can teachers say that those times would be most convenient for them (Table 3-5).
But only 67% of parents say that those traditional times of day would be conve-
nient for them (Table 3-6).

One-third of public school parents across the country say
they would prefer to meet in the evening, but only 9% of teachers say that would
be convenient for them. If meetings need to be scheduled outside the traditional
hours, teachers would prefer the morning before the school day begins rather than
the evening. Parents opt for the reverse, preferring evening to morning.

Parents who are most likely to prefer evening meetings are
parents who work full-time. As we saw in Chapter 1, 44 of all households with
school children today contain either a single parent working lull-time (15%) or
else two parents who both work full-time (29w ). Parents of high school aged
children also prefer the evening. Teachers who are most willing to accommodate
parents by meeting in the evening are younger teachers with less than fve years
experience, inner city teachers, and high school teachers. But even their rate of
preference for evening meetings rises to less than half that of parents (13% vs.
32W

The Need for Parents to Take Time Off From Work
Unless this mismatch in schedules can be overcome, there

remains a need for working parents to occasionally take time off from work or else
forego direct contact with teachers Over seven out of ten parents who work full-
time report they have indeed taken time off from work to visit the school in the
past (Table 3-7).
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11 hich Parents Find leachers to lie :killable
and Responsit'e

00 11

2,011 38 38 16 8

898 49 34 12 5

368 34 36 20 10

503 28 43 18 11

490 35 39 15 11

963 40 36 16 7

558 33 42 16 9

1,573 39 36 16 8
211 33 45 18 4

150 35 41 12 12

238 30 -H 17 9
81i 39 37 17 7

440 39 35 16 9
309 4* ? 41 10 8
208 47 32 15 6

8C 39 39 15 6
64 39 38 12 11

291 34 37 19 10

533 37 39 17 6
417 43 35 14 9
626 38 39 15 8

130 33 42 16 9
198 33 41 18 8

397 41 38 13 7

420 39 36 17 7

436 36 38 17 8
305 38 39 14 8
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Which Teachers Find Parents to Be Available
and Responsilv

% % % %

1,002 16 38 34 12

450 17 38 31 12
247 15 36 37 12

334 13 38 38 11

113 10 24 37 29
100 11 39 38 11
248 19 38 29 12
298 15 41 34 9
242 17 40 34 8

223 23 40 29 8
424 17 42 32 8
342 9 33 38 19

366 16 37 34 13
636 15 38 34 12

908 16 35 11
69 14 38

37

29 16

76 12 44 32 12
154 18 33 36 12
476 13 37 36 13
296 18 40 29 11

146 16 41 36 7
317 13 41 29 16
270 16 33 40 10
269 17 38 32 12



Table 3-3 Which Teachers Have Felt Reluctant to Approach Parents

27

QI:ESTION: Have you ever feit uneasy or reluctant about approaching a parent to talk about

their child?

% %

1,002 55 45

450 58 42

247 52 48
334 48 52

113 51 49
100 48 52

.248 56 44
298 56 44
242 56 44

223 53 47
424 56 44
342 55 45

366 45 55

636 59 41

908 56 44
69 44 56

76 48 52

154 58 42
476 57 43
296 51 49

146 52 48
317 59 40
270 53 47
269 51 49
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Table 3-4 Which Parents Have Felt Reluctant to Approach Teachers

QUESTION: Have you ever felt awkward or reluctant about approachinga teacher to talk about
your child?

% %

2,011 19 81

898 18 81
368 18 81
503 21 79

490 20 80
963 17 83
558 20 80

1,573 19 81
211 16 84
150 21 79

238 24 75
813 19 81
440 18 82
309 14 85
208 12 88

80 20 80
64 30 70

291 16 83

533 21 79
417 17 83
626 16 83

130 21 79
198 24 76
397 20 79
420 16 83
436 19 81

305 11 89
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Table 3-5

29

When Different Teachers Prefer to Meet With Parent

Q l ESTION: If you needed to meet with a parent about their child, what time of day would be
most convenient for you before the school day, during the school day, after
school, or in the evening?

% % % %

1,002 26 31 58 9

450 29 23 64 7
247 23 41 52 8
334 20 42 49 13

113 29 31 51 12
100 27 37 64 7
248 34 32 54 8
298 20 30 60 8
242 22 29 60 9

223 28 33 59 9
424 26 26 58 8
342 24 35 57 10

366 26 37 51 11

636 25 29 61 8

908 26 32 57 8
69 23 28 62 8

76 25 30 57 12

154 26 33 59 10
476 24 31 58 8
296 28 31 58 7

146 27 29 58 9
317 24 29 58 9
270 25 33 60 8
269 27 34 55 9
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VI I sliON If %ou needed 'o meet with a L'acher about %our child. what time of dm would he

most convenient for on before the school dim during the school din. alter

school. or in the ewninge

2,011 17 24 43 32

898 1.- 23 44 28

368 19 2- 39 3i
503 1' 26 42 36

490 18 24 43 30

963 19 24 41 32
4c8 12 25 6 34

1,573 1- 22 -16 32

211 18 3- 29 32

150 10 23 42 30

238 15 26 39 35

813 15 28 -13 28

+JO .01,, 19 -12 35
309 19 21 -13 34

208 19 20 55 30

80 14 36 38 29

64 16 25 42 27

291 19 19 42 35

533 1- 34 40 28

417 1- 23 .,) 27

626 15 1- -13 38

130 16 29 46 29

198 1i 31 39 26

397 14 25 -11 31

420 1- 22 -11 36

436 i 20 -47 33
305 22 23 -15 31
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Table 3-7 Parents Who Have Taken Time Off Work to Visit

Base:

the School

Q t ESTION: Have you ever taken time of from your work to visit the school?

TOTAL

PARENTS

2,011

FAMILY STATUS AND WORK

STATUS OF PARENTS

ONE-PARENT

FAMILIES

WORK

NOT PART-

WORKING TIME

MO-PARENT
FAMILIES

WORK ONE BOTH BOTH
FULL NOT WORK, ONE WORK
TIME WORKING PART-TIME FULL-TIME

80 64 291

Lx7A LiTA
533 417 626

Don't Work Now

31 42



CHAPTER 4: DESIRED VS. ACTUAL CONTACT
BETWEEN HOME AND SCHOOL

Flow Much Contact and Involvement Do Parents and Teachers Want!
Parents in America are surprisingly eager, not only to be

kept informed of what is happening at school, but also to be actively consulted
about many school policies. And teachers in America are wide open to parental
involvement in the r Jcess of education.

What Parents Want
When it comes to changes in what subjects are taught, and

changes in the school's discipline policy, a majority of parents want to be actively
consulted (Table 4-1). When it comes to other matters, bare majorities are satisfied
just to be kept informed. But even on changes in extra-curricular activities, grad-
ing standards, class size policy, and homework policy, at least four out of ten
parents still say they want to be actively consulted.

The findings seem to reflect pleas on the part of certain
groups of parents who currently feel they do not receive sufficient attention from
thf. school. For instance, central city parents are more likely than either suburban
or non-metropolitan area parents to want active consultation. And single parents
who work full-time are also especially likely to want consultation (Table 4-2).

Table 4-2 tallies parents wishes in regard to all six matters
and documents which parents desire the most vs. the least consultation. Some
patterns are consistent with ones previously observed regarding different social
backgrounds; e.g., parents with college training and with higher income are more
likely to want active consultation, whereas lower income parents and parents who
are not themselves high school graduates are more likely to be satisfied by just
being kept informed. This is consistent with many studies on other topics over
the years which have shown that people with middle class resources and skills feel
more confident in dealing with institutions and are more accustomed to having
their wishes heard.

Parental Involvement at Home vs. at School Itself
American parents and American teachers share a virtually

identical view about where involvement can best take place (Table 4-3). A plu-
rality of both parents and teachers say that it is important for parents to be in-
volved at the school itself. Only one-quarter, both of parents and of teachers, say
that parents should mainly be involved from home. The balance, approximately
three out of ten, say involvement should occur at both home and school.

OBSERVATION: The survey shows the striking openness
of American teachers to parental
involvement in the process of education.
Majorities or large pluralities of teachers
endorse active consultation with parents
on policies of the school. And teachers
are just as enthusiastic as parents
themselves are about having parents
involved, not just from home, but even at
the school itself.
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What Te..,..:hers Want
Ame:ican teachers divide in a way that is similar to parents

a way that shows considerable openness to parental participation. When it
comes to changes in discipline policy and changes in extra-curricular activities, a
majority of public school teachers think that parents should be actively consulted
(fable 4-1). On other matters majorities say that parents should just be kept
informed. But even when it comes to changes in what subjects are taught, class
size policy, and homework policy, more than tnree out of ten teachers still feel that
parents should be actively consulted.

Teachers are opposed to consultation when it comes to
changes in grading standards. Only 4o% want active consultation in this area
while 577 opt for just keeping parents informed. But just 3% of teachers say
parents shouldn't be involved at all in the area of grading standards.

OBSERVATION: The Metropolitan Life Surrey of the
American Teacher 1985 documented
that teache s are willing to share
responsibility with other participants in
the education system. This new survey
shows that such willingness extends to
sharing with parents as well. In the past
surveys teachers were most likely to
reserve to themselves decisionmaking in
purely pedagogical areas where they feel
themselves to be professi,rials. This
pattern also reveals itsell in this year's
survey, where teachers are least
enthusiastic about consulting with
parents on grading standards. But even
in such a key area a large minority of
teachers want to consult with parents.

Tabl- 4-4 tallies teachers desires in regard to all six of the
matters examined and shows which teachers support grea,er vs. lesser consultation
with parents. The most striking pattern is that inner city teachers and other urF in
teachers are particularly likely to endorse consL ltation. This parallels the expressed
desire, shown above, of central city parents themselves for greater consultation.

How Much Contact Aetuall) Exists Now!
Parents report that they now have contact with their child's

school through a variety of channels. The most frequently reported is attendance
at a play, sports event, or concert at the sch(x)1. Fifty percent of parents say they do
this more than three times a year (Table 4-5) It is clear that such c 1ra-curricular
events can be an important draw in attracting parents to the sch(x)I. But such en-
counters do not usually offer much chance to discuss either individual student
problems or more general issues of school policy.
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The next most frequent channel, awn-ding to parents, is
meeting in person with a teacher or school official one-on-one Forty-one percent
of parents say this happens more than three times a year In most cases this proba-
bly involves the traditional teacher-parent chat about the progress of the indi-
vidual child.

The third most frequent channel is to "go in to the school to
hear about and discuss school issues and see the school environment. This, pre-
sumably, gets closer to the kind of active consultation about school policy that
many parents say they want. Thirty-five percent of parents say this happens more
than three times a year. But a nearly equal size group (32 ) say it happens only
once a year or less.

The least utilized channels are talking on the telephone or
exchanging written notes with a teacher or school official, and attending meetings
of a parents group such as the PTA. Since meetings of organized parents groups
could potentially involve their members in policy discussions, their relative;y lim-
ited usage is a striking finding.

Who Is Most Involved vs. Least Involved
Some parents have more involvement with the school than

ornvrs. Those reporting the most contact with their child's school include: parents
of elementary school children, parents who have college training, and parents
with higher income (Table 4-6). Considerably less contact with the school is re-
ported by parents who have children of high school age, by parent:, who have
lower income, and by parents who themselves hail a limited formal education.

Four Descriptions of Involvement With the School
Over seven in ten parents and a similar proportion of teach-

ers agree that their school does a "good job" of encouraging parental involvement.
This applies to involvement in both educational areas as well as non-subject areas
like sports and the arts (Table 4-7). But a minor ty of from one-fifth to one-quarter
disputes that a good job is being done. And 55% of parents, plus nearly a quarter
of teaches, say that their school only contacts parents when there is a problem
with their child. Secondary school parents particularly agree with that criticism.

Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction With the Frequenc) of Contact
Most parents seem generally satisfied with the frequency of

contact they currently have with their c:rild's school. Eighty-five percent of parents
say they arc "very satisfied" or "somewhat satisfied:. with the -very's" outnumber-
ing the "somewhats" (Table 4-8) Once again, parents of elementary school chil-
dren stand out, they are the most satisfied

But some categories of parents show much less satisfaction.
Most likely to be dissatisfied are. secondary school parents, central city parents,
and single parents who work full time.

Teachers on the whole report themselves to be somewhat
less satisfied than do parents. Seventy-eight percent of teachers say they are satis-
fied with the frequency of contact they have with their students parents, and in
this case the "verys" are outnumbered by the "somewhats" (Table 4-9). Elementary
school teachers are the most satisfied, along with teachers in districts of above
average wealth, women, and teachers with 20 years or more experience.
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Most likely to be dissatisfied are. high school teachers, inner
city and other urban teachers, men, those it districts with below average wealth,
and new teachers with the least experience.

OBSERIATION: It Is not so surprising to see a pattern of
declining contact between parents and

teacher as the child progresses from

lower grade levels to higher grade levels.

However, it is surprising that hand in
hand with this pattern goes rising
dissatisfaction over the frequency of

contact. This dissatisfaction, while never
reaching large proportions, clearly rises

on the part of parents as well as teachers

b tweet: the elementary grades and the

high school level. A second pattern exists
that seems to distinguish better off vs.

worse off districts-. Teachers who work
in wealthier districts and parents who
themselves have college training seem to

have more contact with one another and

to report themselves as more satisfied.



Table 4-1 Whether Parents Should be "Actively Consulted" or Not

Base

QUESTION: When it comes to (READ EACH ITEM) do you think that parents should be actively
consulted, or just be kept informed, or not be involved at all?

Changes in
the discipline policy

Changes in
what subjects are taught

Changes in
extra-curricular activities

Changes in
the grading standards

Changes in
class size policy

Changes in
homework pont

37

PARENTS

0

2,011
%

10 20 30 40 50 80 70

TEACHERS

80

1,002
%

90 100

I I I I I I I I IV 44

53

45

4 2 J
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Table 4-2 Degree ofActive Consultation Desired by Parents

38

2,011 34 39 28

898 30 42 29

368 38 36 26

503 34 36 30

490 32 37 31

963 31 41 28

558 39 37 25

1,573 33 39 28

211 38 32 30

150 27 46 27

238 37 39 24

813 35 38 26

440 32 38 31

309 31 37 32

208 26 41 34

80 39 34 27
64 38 38 24

291 31 38 31

533 37 .36 27

417 30 42 28

626 33 40 27

130 41 36 23

198 35 38 27

397 33 40 27

420 31 38 30

436 34 38 28

..05 29 39 33
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Table 4-3 Whether Parents Should Be Inwh'ed at the School 1/self

Ql ESTION: In general, when parents are involved with education, do you think it is important
for parents to be involved at the school itself, or should parents mainly be invoked
at home?

PARENTS

Base 2,011

39

0,0

TEACHERS

Base 1,002
%

49



Table 4-4 Degree ofActive Consultation Desired by Teachers

% % %

1,002 31 44 25

450 28 45 27
247 33 42 25

334 36 40 24
NY,

113 23 44 33
100 24 44 31

248 32 45 24
298 32 44 24
242 36 42 23

223 32 40 28

4
424
342

29
32

46
43

25
24

366 34 38 27

636 30 46 25

908 31 44 25

69 30 41 29

76 19 54 27
1% 34 44 22
476 30 44 27

296 35 40 24

146 31 48 20
317 32 42 26
270 28 46 26
269 33 40 27

40
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Table 4-5 How Often Parents Report Actual
h:tIohonent With the School

Q l' E S T I 01: How often do you (READ EACH ITEM) never, once a ) ear, 2 or 3 times per year, or
more than 3 times per year?

Base: 2,011

Attend a play, sports event, or
concert at the school

Meet in person with a teacher
or school official one-on-one

Go in to the school to hear
about and discuss school
issues and see the school
environment

Talk on the telephone with a
teacher or school official

ONCE A

NEVER YEAR

Th
11

2 OR 3

TIMES
A YEAR

MORE
THAN

3 TIMES
A YEAR

13

18 3-1

Attend meeings of a parents'
group such as the PTA 32

Exchange written notes with a
teacher or school official

34about some problem your
child is having

41 51



Table 4-6

42

Which Parents Are Most hwoh'ed and Least hwohied

7

2,011
%

27
%

52
%

21

898 20 53 26
368 27 52 22

503 36 51 13

490 27 48 25
963 25 53 23
558 30 54 16

1,573 26 53 21
211 26 47 27
150 27 55 18

238 39 46 16
8E 29 52 19
440 22 55 23

309 15 59 26
208 13 54 33

80 37 51 12

64 33 54 14

291 30 47 22

533 28 48 23
417 26 53 21
626 21 57 22

130 46 39 15
198 32 52 16

397 25 56 19
420 26 54 21
436 24 52 25
305 16 54 29
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'Fable 4-7 Parents and leachers haluale l'Our Descriptions 01
Parental Involvement al Their ,Sehool

Q I F S I I 0 \ Tell me hether )ou agree or disagree n ith each statement about your school.

TOTAL

ELEMENTARY

LEA EL OF SCHOOL

Jt NIOR HIGH HIGH

SCHOOL

77 76 7 79

77 73 77 86

73 82 71 64

80 84 78 70

55 46 62 63

23 18 22 33

22 18 22 28

8 8 12 7
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'fable 4-8 /km. ,s'atisfied no Parents' reel .11)0111 I requeiro' yl(onlaci
leachers (Intl .Si.hol

[silo How satisfied are )ou with thefrequeng gicontact ou have with sour child's
teachers and school %cry satisfied, somewhat satisfied. somewhat dissatisfied, or
very dissatisfied?

Ito

96 9.;

2,011 53 32 10 5

898 62 28 7 3
368 46 35 14 5

503 44 35 15 6

490 47 31 13 7
963 54 31 10 4
558 55 33 8 4

1,573 51 33 11 5
211 58 30 9 3
150 58 25 8 9

238 52 32 10 5
813 51 34 10 4
440 50 29 13 6
309 56 31 9 4
208 60 25 9 4

80 59 26 11 4
64 62 26 7 4

291 52 28 13 6

533 51 35 8 5

417 54 33 10 3
626 51 32 12 4

130 60 23 9 8
198 54 29 10 7

i

397 52 34 11 3
420 50 34 10 5

436 51 34 11 4
305 52 32 11 5

44

54



Table 4 9 How ,sriticlied Do ea hvi .1hout
Fraptenq q.Contact 116 Atrents

Q I LSIION How satisfied are wi Rid] the frequency of contact ou hale with sour student
parents ler) satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or len
dissatisfied?

9,6

1,002 33 45 18 4

450 39 43 14 3
247 29 46 18 7

334 23 48 24 5

113 25 4 23.0 6
100 26 47 22 5

248 38 /45 13 4
298 30 46 21 3
242 38 44 15 3

223 41 44 12

47' 35 46 15

342 25 45 24 5

366 27 44 24 6
636 36 46 15 3

41. 14. 908 34 45 17

69 26 49 20 -1

76 25 +4 26 5

154 29 52 15 4
476 32 44 29 4
296 40 43 13 3

146 37 49 11 2

317 30 46 20 4
270 31 49 16 3
269 37 39 .9 5

-15
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CHAPTER 5: FORGING STRONGER LINKS BETWEEN
HOME AND SCHOOL

Parents and teachers agree on many of the specific steps that
might be valuable in linking home and school, but they disagree on others. Their
patterns of agreement and disagreement reveal the preferred types of greater in-
volvement that each has in mind.

Who Can Take the First Step
While there is a consensus that teachers can take the first

step to increase parental ,evolvement, parents are significantly less confident that
this is appropriate (Table 5-1). A quarter of parents think that only parents can
take the first step. Black parents are especially likely to think so.

Steps Toward Involvement on Which There Is Consensus
Parents and teachers alike endorse a role for parents that

includes volunteer work, supportive activities, and promotional efforts. For in-
stance, both parents and teachers support the idea of "providing parents with in-
formation and materials to support or reinforce what is being taught at school:'
Approximately seven in ten teachers and parents at all grade levels say this would
be valuable (Table 5-2). Likewise, both parents and teachers strongly endorse the
idea of "having parents do volunteer work to help out the school:' Six in ten or
more of both teachers and parents at all grade levels say this would be a valuable
step. And a majority of both teachers and parents endorse the idea of "involving
parents as promoters and fund raisers for the school:

Steps Toward Involvement on Which There Is Disagreement
But teachers and parents part company over two other possi-

ble proposals that might also increase the potential involvement between home
and school. A majority of parents endorse the idea of involving parents on "a man-
agement team to determine school policies:' However, only 26% of teachers favor
this idea. Likewise, a near majority of parents (47%) endorse the idea of placing
parents "on committees that decide the curriculum of the school:' However, only
18% of teachers are willing to go along with this proposal.

OBSERVATION: These findings reveal that teachers and
parents have somewhat different things
in mind when they equally favor parental
involvement inside the school itself.
From the teachers point of view that
involvement would Include volunteer
work, various supportive activities, and
promotional efforts, but would stop
short of any large parental role in
decisionmaking over cu. iculum or
school policies. 'Ian), teachers are very
willing to consult with parents, but
hesitate to place them in control. This is
quite consistent with the tendency of
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teachers throughout this series of surveys*

to feel strongly about and, Indeed, to
want to increase their professional role
in those areas which they consider to be

mainly pedagogical in nature.

From the parents point of view, however,

many are interested in the entire gamut of
possible involvements, including many
who would favor placing parents on

curriculum committees and management
teams with decisionmaking power.
This is a surprisingly strong expressed

preference from parents to be involved in
all facets of education.

Disagreement Over the Need for Outreach
There are several other proposals which are endorsed by par-

ents but which receive much less support from teachers. "Distributing a newslet-
ter to keep parents informed about what's happening in school" is supported by
68% of all parents and by 80% of Hispanic parents, who may feel particularly out
of touch with the school. But only a bare majority of teachers (51%) think that a
newsletter would help a lot. Sixty-four percent of all parents and 75% of low in-
come parents favor "establishing a homework hotline which students can call for
advice on how to deal with a homework assignment:' But only 42% of teachers
think such a hotline would help a lot.

Sixty percent of all parents favor "having the school give
more guidance to teachers about how to involve parents better in the future;' and
black parents especially agree (72%). But only 41% of teachers believe this type of
outreach training would help a lot (Table 5-3).

OBSERVATION: It is apparent that teachers place
particular priority on measures that

would result in parents better performing
their role in supervising the educational
progress of their child. While parents

concur in this need, they also stress that
the school needs to do other things like
establishing newsletters and homework
hotlines to aid parents in their task.

Teachers seem to see less urgency for

such outreach activities. This could be
because they suspect that teachers would

be required to undertake additional
responsibility without any additional pay
or relief from other duties. However,
parents particularly low income and
minority parents feel a need for such

outreach, regardless of who might in the
end assume responsibility for actually,

implementing it.

The Metropolitan Life Surveys of the American Teacher 1984. 1985. and 1986



Other Steps to Improve Education by Lin:. ing Home and School
Both teachers and parents endorse certain other steps that

could join home with school in an attempt to improve education. The most popu-
lar with parents is "having the school notify the parents immediately about any

iblems involving the,: child" (Table 5-3). Eighty-eight percent of pa.t..nts think
this would help a lot. Even pain its who do not want to be actively consulted or
involved at the school nonetheless do strongly desire to be kept informed. Seventy-
seven percent of teachers agree that this step would help a lot, even though it is

not their top-ranked measure. These levels of support constitute a virtual mandate
for school systems to initiate some type of notification system.

Parents and teachers both strongly favor measures that
would result in parents better performing their role in nurturing their child and in
backing up the work of the school. Overwhelming majorities of both parents and
teachers endorse "having parents limit television until all homework is finished"
and "having parents spend much more time with their children in support of
school and teachers:' The latter is the top-ranked step in the eyes of teachers, 84%
of whom believe it would help a lot.

Home Involvement Through Parental Choice Between Schools
An ultimate form of parent power in education would be the

ability to walk away from a school perceived as unresponsive, taking the child else-
where. Now this usually requires moving one's residence to another area .L resort-
ing to private schools. But it could occur even within a given public school system
if parents were given the chance to choose between several different public schools
for their child.

Some observers have predicted beneficial effects from such a
system, which could put the parent in the role of a consumer making buying deci-
sions and could place the school in the role of a seller of services in a competitive
market. This section examines how much enthusiasm currently exists for using
such a system and what consequences are presently perceived as likely to flow from
such a system.

Which Parents Would Consider Changing Schools
One - quarter of parents say that, if they had a choice, they

would seriously think about choosing a different school (Table 5-4). This con-
stitutes a large initial constituency for choice and change. Approximately three-
quarters say they are satisfied with their present school.

The most satisfied parents are those living in non-metro-
politan areas and those with children in elementary school. The least satisfied
groups are those living in central cities and single parents who work.

But the constituency for choice and change is not confined
just to certain gaups. It is present in all parts of the country and at all levels of
society. This is because the minority who would opt for change, if given a choice,
constitute from 20% to 30% of every demographic grouping in the survey.

How Teachers Perceive Parents Sentiment
The vast majority of teachers correctly perceive where the

preponderance of parental opinion currently lies (Table 5-5). Eighty-one percent of
American teachers say they think that "most" parents would probably be satisfied
with their current school; just 15% think that "most" parents would think
seriously about choosing a different school.
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Two groups of teachers stand out as being somewhat more
likely than others to think that most parents would want to switch schools. They
are urban teachers and black teachers. They may be correctly describing opinion in
their particular local areas.

Perceived Consequences of Parental Choice
Parents as well as teachers see born beneficial results and

some undesirable effects as likely to flow from a system of choice between schools
(Table 5-6). The likely benefits Include:

A child could go to the school best suited for i or her
needs

Competition to attract students would force schools to
improve

Having a choice of schools would raise the involvement
of parents

The negative consequences perceived by both teachers and
parents include:

Richer children would end up at better schools and poorer
children would end up at others

Some schools would be unpopular and children going
there would lose out

Parents and teachers are closely split over whether in such a
system a school would lose its identity with its local neighborhood. A slight ma-
jority of teachers believes this would happen, but less than a majority of parents
thinks so. Elementary school parents see this neighborhood identity issue no
differently from high school parents.

Parents who sa- that, if given a choice, they would seriously
thing about choosing a new school Lre particularly likely to see benefits coming
from such a system.

ObSERVATION:It is hard to get reactions to hypothetical
future situations. Advance impressions
may or may not crrespond to judgments
formed on the basis of actual experience.
In this case, teacher's iriipressions are
probably more reliable.

Pre-School Daycare and Other Additional Uses of School Facilities
Parents and teachers both support additional uses of school

facilities that could better integrate the school into the community, thus further
linking home and school (Table 5-7). Over seven in ten of both parents and teach-
ers strongly approve of "using school facilities to offer night classes for adults
in many different subjects:' And approximately six in r?ri parents and teachers
strongly approve of "using school facilities to organize special activities for the
elderly" and of "using school facilities tc organize extra-curricular activities for
students after school:
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But use of school facilities for pre-...chu,-1 daycare programs
takes much lower priority among both teachers and parents. Only about four in
ten strongly support "using some of the school's facilities to organize daycare cen-
ters or pre-school children:' Black parents, however, are much more supportive of
the Idea (65%) than are parents in general.

The relatively lesser priority placed by parents and teachers
on pre-school programs connected with public school is underlined by Table 5-8.
The table shows the support that exists for making special educational efforts on
behalf of several populations of children in need. It reveals that three types of chil-
dren are placed ahead of pre-schoolers.

Less than a majority of parents, and considerably less than
a majority of teachers, think that education would be improved a lot through
"beginning the educational process earlier by enrolling students in pre-school edu-
cation programs" or through providing "daycare programs with an educational
component after the regular school hours:'

But parents are somewhat more sympathetic than teachers
to daycare. And black parents particularly support pre-school and daycare pro-
grams. Seventy-three percent of black parents support pre-school educational Pro-
grams, and 64% of black parents support daycare programs after school hours.

O B S ER V AT I O N : Parents as well as teachers affirm that
the school is a major resource for the
neighborhood and an integral part of
community. They therefore endorse a
wider usage of school facilities that go
beyond the traditional uses in many
locales. They seem to feel less so,
however, when it comes to daycare for
pre-school children. Perhaps they see
daycare as less of a public, as opposed to
private, responsibility. Perhaps they think
that schools should do a better job of
dealing with their current charges before
expanding their scope to pre-schoolers.
Perhaps they see the school as being best
equipped and suited for dealing with
children of school age rather than pre-
schoolers, who may benefit from being
taken care of separately from older
children. Or perhaps they are simply
thinking about distance and travel time
between home or work and a convenient
daycare center.

4.
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Educational Programs for Several Other Types of Children in Need
Enthusiasm is high for making greater educational efforts

foi several -ypes of children in need. These efforts could further serve to link home
and school in these special cases.

Parents and teachers overwhelmingly support the provision
of special counseling and services for "children with emotional, mental, social, or
family problems: There is also very strong support for school programs to involve
parents, as well as members of the community, with "students who have special
needs:' A majority of parents and a near majority of teachers think that developing
educational programs for "students who are frequently absent from school" would
also help a lot.

In previous surveys in this series, teachers have shown great
enthusiasm for addironal support services within the school system* It is now
clear that parents also lend to this their voice and backing.

The Metropolitan Ltfe Surveys of the American Teacher 1984 and 1986
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Table 5-1 Whether Teachers Can Take the First Step
to Involve Parents

QUESTION: In trying to increase the involvement of parents with the school, do you think that
the teacher can take the first step, or can only parents take the first step?

PARENTS

Base: 2,011
%

53

TEACHERS

Base: 1,002
%

b2

Not sure

1%



Table 5-2

54

'Lkiiamik.

Links With School That Parents and Teachers Think
Would Be "very Valuable"

QUESTION: Here are some possible ways that parents might be involved with the school.
For each tell me how valuable you think it would be very valuable, somewhat

valuable, not too valuable, or not valuable at all.

58 51
70 52

51 53 51

26 28 25

47 47 46
18 17 20

63

45'
57

50
25

47
19



Tale 5-3 Steps That Parents and Teachers Think Would "Help a Lot"
to Improve Education

Q t1 E S T I O N : He-e are some things that might possibly improve education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help a lot, help some, not help much, or not help at all
to improve education.

68

64

60

58

64

111 150 Ow

6.
89

77 86

69 73

66 71

62 70

57 72

56 71

:4: 77

83 80

69 84

80 51

72 42

61 41

62 52



Table 5-4

56

Which Parents Would Consider Changing Schools

Q U E S T I O N : Suppose you could choose between several different public schools for your child.

Would you probably be satisfied with your present school, or would you think

seriously about choosing a different school?

2,011
%

74
%

24

898 78 20

4
I

368 70 29

503 71 27

490 68 30
963 74 24

558 79 19

1,573 74 24

211 71 26

150 76 23

238 73 25

813 76 22

440 70 28

309 76 22

208 71 25

80 74 25

64 66 30

291 67 32

533 74 20

I,
417 76 23

626 74 23

130 72 25

198 75 23

397 74 25

420 74 24

436 72 25

305 77 22
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'fable 5-5 II hid) /webers Beiiere Paroas It wild (hang(' ,si.hoo/s

Qt !silo\ Suppose that parents could choose between several different public schools for
their child. Do you think that most parents would probably be satisfied with their
present school, or would most parents thinl. seriously about choosing a different
school?

450 83 13 4
247 76 19 5

334 80 16 3

113 76 17 7
100 71 29 -
248 80 16 5

298 85 12 3
242 85 11 5

223 86 11 2

424 82 14 4
342 77 19 3

366 82 16
636 81 15

76 81 16 4
154 79 16 5

476 81 17 3
296 83 12 5

146 81 18 1

317 81 15 5

270 82 14 4
269 82 14 4
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Table 5-6

Base:

Consequences That Parents and Teachers Think "Probably
Would Happen" if Parents Had Choice of Schools

QUESTION: Here are some things that might happen if parents were given a choice between
several different public schools for their child. For each tell me if you think it
probably would happen, or probably would not happen.

Having a choice of schools would
mean that a child could go to the
school best suited for his or her
individual needs

Richer children would end up at
better schools and poorer
children would end up at others

Some schools would be
unpopular and children going
there would lose out

Competition between schools to
attract students would force
schools to improve

Having a choice between scheme Is
would raise the involvement of
parents in their child's education

Having a choice between schools
would mean that a school would
lose its identity with the local
community

58

PARENT:.

TOTAL

PARENTS

2,011
%

THOSE PARENTS WHO

WOULD SERIOUSLY THINK

ABOUT CHOOSING

A NEW SCHOOL

478
%

67

TOTAL

TEACHERS

1,002



Table 5-7 Additional Uses of Public, School Facilities
That are "Strongly Approved"

Q U E S T I o N : Here are some additional ways to utilize the public schools that might possibly
benefit the community. For each tell me if you approve strongly, approve somewhat,
disapprove somewhat, or disapprove strongly.

Base:

Using school facilities to
offer night classes for
adults in many different
subjects

Using school facilities to
organize special activities
for the elderly

PARENTS

TOTAL

PARENTS

2,011
%

WHITE

PARENTS

1,573
%

BIACK HISPANIC

PARENTS PARENTS

211
%

150
%

TOTAL

TEACHERS

1,002
%

Using school facilities to
organize extra- .urricular
activities for students
after school

Using some of the school's
facilities to organize
daycare centers for pre-
school children

59

68



Table 5-8 Steps That Might Improve Education By Aiding
Children in Need

Q U E S T I 0 N : Here arz some more things that might possibly improve education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help r lot, help some, not help much, or not help at all
to improve education.

.s

69

-2,011 1,573 211 150 1,002

80 79 85 84 81

73 72 76 72 67

62 60 73 62 53

54 53 57 61

49 43 73 55 31

40 39 49 40 41

3) 33 64 5t) 24
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CHAPTER 6: ATTACKING TWO PROBLEMS THAT NEED
COOPERATION FROM HOME AND SCHOOL

Teachers View Major Causes of Students Difficulties
Teachers were asked to rank seven possible caii,es of stu-

dents having difficulty in school. The types of causes covered a wide range of eco-
nomic factors, demographic factors, home-based factors, and school-based factors.
American teachers single out as the number one cause "children who are left on
their own after school" (Table 6-1).

In the ryes of teachers "children who are left on their own
after school" comes out ahead of even such important contributing conditions as
"poverty in the student's home:' which was ranked second out of seven, and "single
parent families:' which was ranked fifth. High school teachers are somewhat more
likely than other teachers to cite poverty, plus "automatic promotion:' which
ranked third overall.

It is clear that teachers give priority and urgency to not leav-
ing students on tb,..t. own. In an earlier table in Chapter 2 (Table 2-3) teachers
listed as their topmost criticism of parents that many "leave their children
alone too much on their own after school The connotations of youngsters being
alone no doubt include the specters of the strer lad company, alcohol, drugs,
pr_gnancy, and other possible consequences that can seriously affect both school
-od family.

W.lich Children Are Most Likely to Be Left on Their Own
Forty-one percent of parents say that their child is some-

times on his or her own between the end of school and 5:30 p.m. (Table 6-2).
Twenty-four of the 41% say almost every day, while 17 of the 41% say one or two
days per week.

Junior high and high school age children are the most likely
to be on their own. Other ,,,pes who are likely include more black childrei han
white, and more children of parents who work full-time than of those who do not.
But this problem is not confined to certain groups of families; it exists at all economic
levels of society and in all geographical locations throughout the country.

Willingness to Utilize After-School Programs
A majority of parents express willingness to utilize an after-

school progra.n organized for students by the school. This includes 62% who
say they would use an educational type program, and 75% who say they would
use a non-educational type program of recreation or extra-curricular activities
(Table 6-3).

Interest is not confined just to parents who work or who cur-
rently have children on their own, although it is understandably higher among
them. A majority of all parents say they would be willing to pay for such a pro-
gram in the event that the school budget could not afford it. Families with greater
ability to pay are particularly willing, but even among low income families a
majority say they are willing to pay for an educational program after school.
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Who Sees Dry-Outs as a Problem in Thei. School
A different problem also requiring cooperation of home and

school is the problem of students dropping out of school. Sixty-two percent of par-
ents and 49% of teachers say drop-outs are at leas 1 minor problem at their school
(Table 6-4).

But the problem is most severe at the high school level.
One-fifth of high school teachers and parents of high schoolers call drop-ours a
"major problem" in tl r school.

Partnts most likely to see crop -outs as a .najor problem
include those whc themselves did not graduate from high school. Teachers most
likely to see drop-outs as a major problem include those working in districts of
below average wealth.

Support for Steps to Prevent Drop-Outs
When parents evaluate six steps that might help to prevent

drop-outs, they place at the top of the list "providing more vocational education
and job training" (78% say it would help a lot) and "having the school inform par-
ents immediately about any absence or truancy" (78% say this would also help a
lot). When teachers evaluate the same six steps, they choose as the top two exactly
the same ones that parents choose. Teachers, however, are somewhat more cautious

about just how much each measure could be expected to help, and high school
teachers are most cautious of all. (Figures are shown in Table 6-5 and Table 6-6.)

O B S ER V AT ION: While the problem of chiijren alone on
their own after school affects all grade

levels, Ali locales and all levels of society,

the problem of drop -outs is more

confined. Accordingly, the solutions art
also more focused and more narrowly
aimed. The solution for drop-outs,
according to both parent., and teachers,

are more job training, better job
opportunities, additional college
scholarships, and other increased

incentives for studers to finish school.
Some of these measures can potentially be

Influenced by home and school, but some
of them will also require outside help

'an other institutions and from the
wider society beyond home and school.
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Table 6-1 Teachers View 'Major Causes" of Students' Difficulties

QUESTION: Do you think that (READ EACH lus) are a major cause, a minor cause, or not a
cause of students' having difficulty in school?

BASE

Children who are left on their own
after school

Poverty in the student's home

Automatic !nor -lion

Teachers not adapting to individual
student needs

Single parent families

Boring curriculum

Families where both parents work
full-time

63

TOTAL

TFACKERS

1,002

WEALTH OF DISTRICT

ABOVE

AVERAGE

192

AVERAGE

FOR STATE

356

72

BELOW

AVERAGE

277



Table 6-2 Which Children Are Most Likely to Be
Left on Their Own After School

QUESTION: Now often is your child on bislher own between the end of school and 5:30 p.m.
never, 1 or 2 days a week, or almost every day?

t

64

2,011

*kl
a

%

58

75

%

17

13

%

24

12

368 53 17 30
503 40 21 38

490 58 14 26

963 59 17 23
56 57 19 24

1,573 59 17 23
211 51 17 31
150 62 15 21

238 59 11 29
813 63 16 21

440 52 22 25

309 56 17 26
208 52 25 22

80 68 9 23
64 48 17 35

291 45 14 40

533 74 13 12

417 60 26 13

626 49 18 32

130 59 12 28
198 58 11 29

397 60 15 24
420 60 32 17

436 57 18 24

305 52 21 26

73



Table 6-3 Willingness of Parents to Utilize After-School Programs
for Children

QUESTION: If his, her school provided an educational program for him her from after school
until 5:30 p.m., would he/she never use it, use it 1 or 2 days a week, or use it almost
every day?

QUESTION: And if his/her school provided a non-educational program of recreation or extra-
curricular activities after school until 5:30 p.m., would he/she never use it, use it 1
or 2 days a week, or use it almost every day?

ESTION: Suppose that the school budget could not afford to pay for these kind of after-
school programs. Would you be willing to pay for an educational program after
school, or not?

QUESTION: Would you be willing to pay for a non-educational after-school program of
recreation or extra - curricular activities, or not?

2,011 829 80 64 291 533 417 626
% % % % % % % %

62 66 61 82 66 55 58 65

59 80 58 55 64 55 54 63

75 58 68 81 79 72 73 77

52 53 41 42 57 47 48 59

65
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Table 6-4 Which Parents and Teachers See Drop-Outs
as a Problem in Their School

QUESTION: At your school is the problem of students dropping out a major problem, minor
problem, or not a problem?

f

.0.

% % %

2,011 18 44 32

898 15 33 45
368 17 46 31

303 22 56 18

1,573 16 47 32
211 23 36 36

150 23 39 35

238 26 38 28
813 16 46 31

440 15 47 33
309 16 41 39
208 13 47 36

1,002 9 40 50

450 6 25 67
247 9 53 37
334 17 61 22

223 5 41 54
424 6 42 51

342 16 37 46

0
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Table 6-5 Steps That Parents Think Mu ld "Help a Lot"

6-

Q 1

to Pravnt Drop-Outs

ES TI0 s: Here are some things that might possibly help to prevent teenagers fromdropping
out of school. For each tell me if you think it would help a lot, help some, not help
much, or not help at all in preventing drop-outs.

2,011
%

332
%

238
%

813
%

440
%

309
%

208
%

78 79 85 81 77 72 62

78 80 80 82 76 76 64

76 82 81 79 75 67 57

72 75 79 75 72 67 53

C2 64 69 64 62 53 47

37 37 51 38 31 31 15
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Table 6-6 Steps That Teachers Mink itbuld "Help a Lot"

Q

to Prevent Drop-Outs

ESTION: Here are some things :hat might possibly help to prevent teenagers from dropping
out of school. For each tell me if you think it would help a lot, help some, not help
much, or not help at all in preventing drop-outs.

d

I

1,002

%

101

%

450
%

247
%

334
%

70 78 74 68 63

63 61 69 57 54

61 60 68 56 48

57 53 63 53 48

59 53 68 47 46

20 11 24 14 15

68
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CHAPTER 7: TEACHERS' JOB SATISFACTION
CONNECTED TO RELATIONS BETWEEN
HOME AND SCHOOL

Previous surveys in this series have explored many tithe
cause., of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction among the nation's teaching force It is
clear from this year's new data that we must add relatiors between home and school
to the short list of major driving factors.

Job Satisfaction

Teachers who report excellent parent-teacher relations take
much greater satisfaction in their jobs (Table 7-1). Moreover, satisfaction with the
frequency of contact between home and school is strongly related to a teacher's
overall job satisfaction.

Conversely, teachers who see many or most parents as unin-
terested in their child's education are much less satisfied with their job as a teacher.
And teachers who have been reluctant to approach parents are also much less
satisfied.

Likelihood of Leaving the Profession
A similar pattern holds for considerat ion of leaving the

teaching profession (Table 7-2). Teachers who enjoy excellent relations with par-
ents are much less likely to have considered leaving teaching, and much less likely
to think they will leave in the next five years. Satisfaction over the frequency of
contact with parents goes hand in hand with a desire to stay in the teaching pro-
fession. Conversely, teachers who think that many or most parents are unin-
terested in their child's education are much more likely to conranplate leaving.

O B S E RV AT ION : The evidence is compelling to connect
relations between home and school with
the morale of the nation's teaching force.

The quality of home-school links strongly
affects job satisfaction, and job

satisfaction strongly impacts on the
likelihood of staying in or leaving the
teaching profession. Those who are

concerned about the recruitment,

retention, and morale of America's
classroom teachers must be concerned

with the current state of home-school
links in this country; with the barriers
that need to be overcome, and with the
steps that must be taken to make parents

and teachers more effective partners in

the education of our children.



Table 7-1 Job Satisfiletion 01-leachers Connected to Relations
With Parents

Q ES1.10 All in all, how satisfied would )ou sa ou are with sour job as a teacher in the
public schools Nerd satisfied, somewhat satisfied. somewhat dissatisfied. or %erl

dissatisfied?

1,002 40 45 12 2

178 67 28 5

527 40 46 i : 1

294 24 53 18 6

314 57 34 8

456 37 49 12

231 24 53 19

122 26 52 17 6
374 33 49 16 3

534 35 48 15 2

467 47 42 10 2

iJ



Table 7-2 Teachers Consider Leaving the Profession Connected to

71

Relations With Parents

QUESTION: Have you ever seriously considered leaving teaching to go into some other
occupation?

QUESTION: Within the next 5 years how likely is it that you will leave the teaching Profession to
go into some different occupation very likely, fairly likely, not too likely, not at all
likely?

F

)A.

16 76

1
9

1,002 52 22

178 36 13

527 54 23

294 60 28

314 41 16
456 53 24
231 68 30

1

122 67 34
374 58 27
504 45 17

403 32 10
454 60 23

S 144 85 53
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PART I: TEACHERS' SECTION

Nature of the Teachers Sample
In 1987 Metropolitan Life Survey of the American Teacher

was conducted by Louis Harris and Associates for Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company dun! g May and June, 1987. A total of 1,002 telephoi..: interviews were
conducted with current public school teachers in kindergarten through grade 12
throughout all states of the U.S. and the District of Columbia.

Sample Selection of Teachers
Louis Harris and Associates drew a random sample of cur-

rent teachers from a list of 1.2 million teachers compiled by Market Data Retrieval
of Westport, Connecticut. Sample sizes for completed interviews were set for each
state, based on the proportion of elementary and secondary public school class-
room teachers in each state. The state sample sizes were set in line with statistics
published by the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics.

Interviewing Procedures for Teachers
Each selected teacher was contacted at his or her school ei-

ther by letter or telephone or by both, and requested to participate in the survey.
The message included a toll-free number to allow a mum call.

Before being asked to complete the actual interview, each
teacher was screened to ensure that he or she currently teaches in an .lementary or
secondary level public school and teaches at least part-time in the classroom. Once
the respondent passed the screen, an appointment was made to telephone at a con-
venient time and place to complete the interview.

Questionnaire Devele?ment
First drafts of the questionnaire were pretested amont, a

sample of 20 teachers and an equal number of parents. The lessons learned during
this testing process provided important refinements to the survey questionnaire.

Many individuals contributed their comments to the survey
questionnaire, and Louis Harris and Associates is extremely grateful for those con-
tributions. However, final responsibility for the questionnaire rests with Louis
Hams and Associates.

Processing of the Data
All completed questionnaires were edited, coded, key-

punched, and verified. The data were tabulated, checked for internal consistency,
and processed by computer. The output of this process is a series of computer ta-
bles for each of the two surveys, showing the results fo1 each survey question, both
by the total number of respondents interviewed and by important subgroups.

Sample Disposition and Completion Rates for Teachers
The sample disposition for this survey is shown 'n Table

A-1. A total of 4,220 contacts at school were mode to yield 1,002 completed
interviews with teachers.

Of all the teachers who were contacted at their schools or
, _ch whom a message was left, 31 X. were willing to talk to a Louis Harris and As-
sociates interviewer. Although there are a number of different methods by which
response rates can be calculated, we arrived at this figure by comparing the
number of teachers that we were able to reach with the complete list of current
teachers at their school. We call au:. the "contact success rate:'
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The "contact success rate" this year is lowe than the typical
502 level experienced in past years. This registers the effect of a controlled meth-
odolb;ical test conducted this year in which some of the teaches were initially
contacted by letter, and some by the traditional telephone message left at their
school, and some h., both letter and telephone message In the end th' letter-only
approach yielded relatively few phone calls back from teachers, confirming the
efficacy of the telephone message left-at-school ai droach used exclusively in all
previous surveys in this series. We feel that the zwo r tethods arc equally
they do have quite different races of return, which affect the "contact success rate
reported in this year's survey.

Of the teachers wile were contacted by Louis Harris and
Associates and who passed the screen, 84rA completed interview We calculate
this "i ccrview completion rate" by dividing the number of completed interviews
by the sum of: (1) the number of completed interviews, (2) the nur&-er of inter-
view refusals, (3) the number of interviews terminated within the course of the in-
terview, (4) the number of respondents vho were left to call back at the t' .ne the
survey ;as completed, and (5) the number who NA ere unavailable for the duration
of the field period. This "interview completion tate" is just as high as or higher
than it has been in pr?vious years.

With reference to Fable A-1, the "contact success rate" and
the "interview completion rate" have been calculated according to the following
formulas:

Contact :,.access
Rate at School

Int.c.view
Completion Rate

A+E-l-F+H+1-1-J+K+L 1264
=-- 31(X

A+E+F+G+H+I+J-i K+L 4077

A 10221022_84%
A+E+H+J+K 1194

The disposition of all contacts is provided in Table A-1 so
that interested individuals may make their own calculations of response rate,
according to this or other formulas.

Weighting of the Teachers' Sample

The achieved suinple of teachers was weighted to the latest,
best available parameters for grade level, sex, and geographic region. This adjusts
these key variables wh,Te necessary, to then actual proportions in the population.
Oniy mild weighting is necessary to correct for variations in response rates

8i



Table A-1
DISPOSITION OF THE TEACHER SAMPLE

l'Tachers

A Completed interviews 1,002

B. Nonworking number, wrong number, no new number 50

C No longer there, retired, deceased, on leave 22

I, No answer or busy (after three callbacks) 71

E Refused imeinev.

F None ligible respondent (screened out)

G Never returned call after message :eft at school 2,813

H To call back (study completed before callback was need( d) 134

I Language barrier 0

J Terminated within interview 1

K. Not available during duration of field penod 19

L Rea,. ied call but not needed Ff close of field penod 66

Total Number of Contacts 4,220
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PART 11: PARENTS' SECTION

Nature of the Parents' Sample
The 1987 survey data on parents in this report are based on

interviews with 2,011 randomly selected parents across the country, conducted by
telephone between May and Jt.le, 1987. The overall completion rate for this sur-
vey was 75% of eligible households reached. A full disposition of every telephone
number called is shown in Table A-2. Approximately 9,000 households needed
to be .,, iened in order to locate and interview 2,011 parents of public school
children.

Introduction to Surveys of the Public
Louis Harris and Associated telephone surveys o: the public

are based on a national sample of the civil: n population (18 years of age 'nd older)
of the United States. Those living in A!aska and Hawaii are not represented, nor
are those in prisons, hospitals, or religious and educational ins- i.utions, unless
such individuals have their own outside phone line. Samples are based on the Cen-
sus Bureau's adult population figures for ef.i'Al state in the c Aintry. These figures
are updated by intercensal estimates produced -nnually by the Census Bureau, and
sample iocations are selected bien daily to reflect changes in the country's demo-
graphic cnci geographic profile.

National samples are stratified on two dimensions geo-
graphic region and metropolitan versus nonmetropolitan residence. Stratification
ensures that the sample will reflect, within 1%, those living in different regions of
the country and those living in SMSA's and non-SMSA's. Within each stratum,
the selection of the primary sampling unit (PSU) is achieved through multistage,
unclustered sampling. First states, then counties, and then minor civil divisions
are selected, with probability of selection proportionate to Census Bureau
estimates of their respective populations.

Random Digit Dialing

Louis Harris and Associates employs a random-digit-dialing
procedure to select households within prim ?ry sampling units. Random-digit-di-
gging is a significant improvement over previously used techniques, extending the
potential coverage rate to almost 95% of the U.S. population.

Unless some me :Lod ti random-digit-dialing is used, tele-
phoi. samples must be drawn directly from published lists. However, since the
population of unlisted phone number subscribers is large and demographically
dissimilar to subscribers with listed phone numbers, reliance on telephone direc-
tories alone yields seriously biased samples. For this reason, using published
phone listings as the universe is inadequate for telephone surveys and inferior to
using random - digit- dialing.

The use of a random-digit-dialing method ()tiers other
important advantages:

- -The sample is highly representative.

Unlisted telephone numbers have the same probability of
inclusion in the sample as listed numbers. This is particu-
larly important in reaching both high income and m,nority
populations.

Respondents are geographically dispersed, rather than
clustered.
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Sample DLNelopment for Screening the Public
Virtually all cs.- the hundreds of national telephone surveys of

the public conducted by the Harris organization ea,-h year are based on a modi-
fied, stratified, random-digit-dialing method. In addition, Harris telephone sur-
veys use a stratifieo area-probability approach rather than a singe stage sample.

There are three important advantages to usir g an area-
probability approach:

It allows greater stratification of the population , :arm sam-
ples have twelve strata).

It allows comparisons with Census Bureau data and other
published demographic information that have a geographic
base.

It is compatible with sampling for in-person interviewing,
thus providing greater versatility in study design.

The sample is developed in the following multistage pro-
cess. First, a listing is constructed of the latest estimates of the adult population
of every state within each region in rank order, then a running cumulative total
of gross sums is produced. Next, a skip factor is calculated as tin, where t is the
adult population of the stratum and n is the number of sample points needed.
Then a random number, ti, smaller than the skip factor, is selected. Beginning
with the random number, the sample points are then assigned according to
where the numbers + tin), + 2 tin), + 3 tin)... + (n 1 tin)
fall on the running cumulative total of the adult population within that stratum.
This same procedure is applied to each state within each region to form PSU's.

At the next stage of selection, one telephone n,Imber for
each PSU is randomly selected from the updated Harris library of r °none direc-
tories. The selected numbers are then altered by dropping the last tw, Bits (or
occasionally Just the last digit in rural areas) and replacing them with randomly
selected two-digit numbers. As many randomly selected two-digit numbers as
needed are successively appended until a working residential r umber is reached or
until a screen is completed in each PSU. Technically, this method of sampling pro-
duces an epsem sample of all published banks of telephone number, i.e. a sample
with an equal probability of selection method.

Stratification felephone Samples of the Public
The core telephone exchanges are stratified by two variables

geograp... region and place of residence. The United States is divided into four
regions, as follows:

1. East: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
ihode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Colum-
bia, and West Virginia.

2. South: Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, f.:abama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texar and Oklahoma.
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3. Midwest: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, South
Dakota, and North Dakota.

4 Wert; Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Utah, Idaho, Nevada, California, Oregon, and
Washington.

We also use three categories for place of residence:

1. Central City: Every place defined by the Census Bureau as
a central city of a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.

2. Rest of Metropolitan Area: Every place that is not a central
city but is within SMSA boundaries.

3. Outside Metropolitan Area: Every place that is 1.ot included
11 any of the other two categories.

We then define each place of residence category within each
region as a stratum.

Control of the Sample
In order to maintain reliability and integrity in the sample,

the telephone field staff follows these procedures when a respon(' at contact is
attempted.

A nonanswering telephone is dialed two more times over a
three-day period. At the end of this time, if no contact is
made, a new telephone number is generated for that PSU.

If a business telepl- ,tie is reached or if contact is made with
a household i , which a potential respondent presents a lan-
guage barrier, a new telephone number is generated for
that PSU.

Once a residential contact i established, the interviewer
uses a script to screen the household for eligibility.

Eligibility Screening for Parents
Potential respondents were asked how many childten there

were in the family under age 21 who have attended public school. If the answer
was zero, the household was screened out. If there were two or more, the child
who had celebrated the most recent birthd ' was designated as the one whom the
questions would be about. Then the interviewer administered the questionnaire to
the parent or legal guardian who knew about that child's education and school.

Callback Strateg)
In order to attain the highest possible response rates within

reasonable cost constraints, callbacks are made according to the follow mg
guidelir _s:

No Answer /Not -at- Homes: An initial call and then two call-
backs to reach an adult member of the household. Callbacks are made on different
days and at different times of the day. After the third call, the houseohld is re-
placed by another number in that PSU.
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Refusals: One callback to try to convert any designated
respondent wtio has refused or terminated an interview. If after the conversion
attempt the .4i...snared respondent still declines the interview, nother household
is selected in that PSU.

Unatailable Respondents: An initial call and two callbacks to
reach the designated member of the household. If after the third call the respon-
dent is still not available for the interview, another household is selected in that
PSU.

Bpsy Signals. An initial call, a followup fifteen minutes later,
and ,wo callbacks to re. :h a member of the household. Callbacks are made on dif-
ferent days and at different times o t day. If the telephone is still busy after the
fourth call, a new number is selecred in that PSU and he household is replaced.

Weighting of the Parents Sample
The national cross-section of parents is weighted to the Cen-

sus Bureau's latest population parameters for race, parent's education, and single
parent vs. two-parent status. This adjusts these key variables, where necessary, to
their actual proportions in the population. Only slight weighting is necessary in
Harris samples to correct for sub-group variations in telephone penetration and
noriresponse rates.

All surveys tend to underrcpresent to some extent the most
disadvantaged stratum of society due to the inherent diffi,ulty of reaching them.
Weighting of data by such factors as race and education serves to correct any such
underrepresentation and to assure that final results are fully projectable.
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Table A-2
DISPOSITION OF All TELEPI-10.NE NUMBERS CALI ED FOR THE 1987 SURNE1'

OF PARENTS

Completed Interviews 2,011

Screen Outs
No child under 21 who attended public school 6,989

Reached but Not Completed
Respondent refused even to screen 1,528
Respondent terminated interview once begun 46

Callbacks Incomplete
Callback needed to screen or interview, but respondent could not complete it

by the end of field period 1,363

No Reachable Respondent
Never any answer 3,910
Always busy 678
Alone number not in service 6,578
Phone number is a business 1,177
Unavailable dee to language. no English-speaker in household 312
Everyone reported to be unavailable due to health 77
.:veryone reported to be unavailable during duration Lf the field period 82

Miscellaneous
Duplicate numbers, etc. 8-i

TOTAL OF TELEPHONE NUMBERS CALLED 24,835

STANDARD FORMULA FOR CALCULATION OF COMPLETION RATE

Screen Outs Completions 9.000 = 75%

Screen Outs + Completions + Refusz; 11 937
+ Terminations + Callbacks

Completion rate = 75% of eligible households reached

Noncompletion rate = 25% of eligible households reached

t52

Table A-2, containing the disposition of all telephone
numbers called. allow:. the interested reader to calculate response rates according
to the above formula or other available formulas.

Reliability of Survey Percentages
It is important to bear in mind that the results from any

sample survey are subject to :..impling variation. The magnitude of this variation
is measurable and is affected both by the number of interviews involved and by
the level of the percentages e.pressa: in the results.
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Table A-3 shows the possible sample variation that applies
to percentage results fra- this survey. The chances are 95 in 1(X) that a survey result
does not vary, plus or minus, by more than the indicated number of percentage
points from the result that would have been obtained if interviews had been
conducted with all persons in the universe represented by the sample.

For example, if the response for a sample size of 1,500 is
30%, then in 95 cases out of 100 the response in the total population would be
between 289 and 32%. Note that survey results based on subgroups of small size
can be subject to large sampling error.

Sampling tolerances are a:so involved in the comparison of
results from different survey or from different parts of a sample (sub up
analyse) Table A-4 shows the percent-ze difference that must be obtained before
a difference can be considered statistically significant. 11 lese figures, too,
represent the 95% confidence level.

For example, suppose one group of 1,000 has a response of
34% "yes" to a question, and an independent group of 500 has a response of 28%
"yes" to the same question, for an observed difference of 6 percentage points.
According to the table, this difference is subject to a potential sampling error of 5
percentage points. Since the observed difference is greater than the sampling error,
the observed difference is sigr ificant.

Th, se errors w..-count for sampling error only. Survey research
is also susceptible to oche' ,f.nors, such as in data handling and in interviewer
recording. The procedures followed by Louis Harris and Associates, however, keep
errors of these kinds to a minimum.

Table A-3
Approximate Sampling Tolerances (at 95% Confidence) to se in Evaluating
Percentage Results Appearing in This Report

SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY

NUMBER OF PEOPLE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE PERCEN'TAGE PERCENTAGE

ASKED QUESTION RESULT RESULT RESULT REM LT RV:1'LT
ON WHICH SURVEY 'T AT AT AT AT

RESULT IS BASED 10% OR 90% 20% OR 80% 30% OR 70% 40% OR 60% 50%

2,000 1 2 2 2 2

1,50Q ,4 2 2 3 3
1,00e 2 2 3 3 3

900 2 3 3 3 3
800 2 3 3 3 3
700 2 3 3 4 4
600 2 3 4 4 4
500 3 4 4 4 4
400 3 4 4 5 5

300 3 5 5 6 6
200 4 6 6 7 7
100 6 8 9 10 1
50 8 11 13 14 14
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Table A-4
Approximate Sampling Tolerances (at (45",, Confidence) to l se in Bah Wing Differences
Between No Percentage Results Appearing in This Report

APPROXIMATE

)MPLE SIZE

oF TWO GROUPS ASKED

Qt ESTION ON WHICH
St RVEY REM LT IS BASED

SURVEY

PERCENTAGE

RESULT

AT

10% OR 90°.

St RVEY

PERCENTAGE

RESULT

AT

20% OR 80%

St MEI
PERCENTAGE

REM LT
AT

y , OR 70°.

St RVEY

PERCENTAGE

RESULT

AT

40% OR 60%

St RA El

PERCENTAGE

REST LT

AT

50%

2,000 vs. 1.000 2 3 4 4 4
800 3 3 4 4 4

500 3 4 4 5 5

300 4 5 6 6 6
200 4 6 7 7 7
100 6 8 9 10 10

50 9 11 13 14 14

1.000 vs. 1.000 3 4 4 4 4
800 3 4 4 5

500 3 4 5 5 5

300 4 5 6 6 6
200 5 6 7 7 8
100 6 8 9 10 10

50 9 11 13 14 14

800 Ns. 800 3 4 4 5 5

500 3 4 5 5 6

300 4 5 6 7 7
200 5 6 7 8 8
100 6 8 10 10 10

50 9 11 13 14 14

500 vs. 500 4 4 6 6 6

300 4 6 7 7 7
200 6 8 8 8
100 7 9 10 11 11

50 9 12 13 14 15

300 vs. 300 5 C
, 8 8

200 5 7 8 9 9
100 7 9 10 11 11

50 9 12 14 15 15

200 vs. 200 6 8 9 10 10

100 7 10 11 12 12

50 9 12 14 15 15

100 vs. 100 8 11 13 14 14

50 10 14 16 17 17

50 vs. 50 12 16 18 19 20
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LOS "S HARRIS AND ASSOCIATES, INC

630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10111

Study No. 87400:: (Teachers)

11...4/ //FM

H111
= / 0//2

(illesi1011l1(11IC

/ o' 0/ / //1 / H /11/1

() 8

May 12, 1987 Sample Point No.: I I I I I I I

10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 - 16 - 17

Interviewer: I D No.: Date.

Area Code: Telephone No : (18-27)

Hello, I'm from Louis Harris and Associates,
the national opinion polling and research firm in New York. We are coi-ductir g a national
survey among teachers to learn some of their attitudes about the American educational
system, and we would like to ask you a few questions.

From Observation:

89

Respondent sex:

Male (28 (30-1

FE male 70-2

100%

Region

Last 21

iviidwest 29
South 32

West 18

100%

WEIGHTED BY REGION.

SEX, AM) GRADE LEVEL
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1

1.

2.

CARD 1 874006-T

(1984) (1986)
All in all, how satisfied would you say you are with your job as a teacher in the
public schools very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or very
dissatisfied?
%ery satisfied (29 ( 40 -1

Some%hat satisfied 45 -2

Some%hat dissatisfied 12 -3

%en, dissatisfied 2 -4

Not sure
* _5

(1985) (1986)
Do yt .1 teach in an elementary school, a junior high school, or a high vihool?

55

1 ;:
Elementary school (Grades K-6)

Junior high school (Grades '-9) .

High school (Grades 9-12 or 10-12)

Not sure .

(30( 56
20

26
*

-1

-2

-;
-4

102% 100%



CARD 1 874006-T

I am going to read several aspects on which public schools can be judged. For each,
9lease tell me whether you would rate your school excellent. good, fair, or poor on
that aspect. (READ EACH ITEM)

ROTATE START AT "X-

( ) a. The schools phsical facilities

( ) b The qualificatious and competence of teachers m sour
school

( ) c The effectneness of the school board in dealing w ith
school matters

( ) d The amount of homework assigned b) the school

( ) e The amount of support for the school show n b% the
parents .

( ) f The quality of the homework assigned In the school

( ) g The degree to which most teachers seem to care about
their students .

( ) h The degree to which most students seem motivated to
learn . .

( ) i The avatlabilit and responsneness of parents when
you need to contact them

( ), The success of the sacol in preparing students for
jobs after high school

( ) k The success of the school in preparing students for
education beyond high school

( ) 1 The relations between parents and teachers in sour
school

( ) m The extent to w hich the school enables students to
achieve some success in their work each day

DO NOT ROTATE

( ) n The twerall qualit of the education that students
mune at sour school

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Not Sure
or Not

Applicable

(31 ( 27 -1 39 -2 23 -3 12 -4
* _5

(32( 51 -1 43 -2 6 -3 * -4 5

(33( 10 -1 40 -2 35 -3 14 -4 1 -5

(34( 12 -1 55 -2 24 -3 3 -4 6 -5

(35( 22 -1 36 -2 31 -3 11 -4 -5

(36( 12 4 60 -2 19 -3 2 -4 7 -5

(37( 49 -1 44 -2 6 -3 * -4 5

(38( 9 -1 43 -2 39 -3 9 -4 1 -5

(39( 16 -1 38 -2 3 -3 12 4 1 -5

(40( 10 -1 45 -2 21 -3 5 -4 20 -5

(41( 23 -1 49 -2 14 -3 3 -4 11 -5

(42( 18 -1 52 -2 24 -3 5 -4 5

(43 ( 31 -1 59 -2 10 -3
*

-4 5

(44( 30 -1 61 -2 8 -3 1 -4
*

-5
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CARD I 874006-T
4 Is the education that children receive in school fetter today or worse today than the

education that was being given? (READ EACH ITEM)

Better
Today

gorse
Today

Same, \o
Difference

(Iol.)
Not
Sure

( ) Three years ago (45( 71 -1 11 -2 16 -3 2 -4

( ) h Ten ears ago (46( 71 -1 2i -2 5 -3 4 -4

( 1 c When ou yourself nere in school (47( 65 -1 28 -2 4 -3 3 -4

5.

6.

92

Have you ever felt uneasy or reluct 'it about anproaching a parent to talk vAth them
about their child?
Yes (48(55 -1
No 45 -2
Not sure

* _3

If you needed to meet with a parent about their child, what time of day would be
most convenient for you before the school day, during the school day, after
school, or in the evening? (MULTIPLE RECORD)

Before the school din (49(26 -1
During the school din 31 -2
After school 58 -3
In tile eening 9 --t
Not sure 1 -5
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4 CARD I 874006-T

7 In trying to increase the involvement of parents with the school, do you think that
the teacher can sake the first step. or can only parents take the first step?
leacher can (S.0(-3 -I
Onl% parents can 6 -2
Both t%ol 1 20 -3
\ot sure 1 -4

8. Tell me whether you agree or disagree with each statement about your school.

1 \ot
ROTATE START AT "X" Agree Disagree Sure

( 1 a Our school does a good joh of encouraging parental
muthement m edhcational areas (51( 80 -1 20 -2 * _3

( ) h Our school does a gmid joh of encouraging parental
imokement in sports. arts, and other non-subject areas (52( 7 -1 20 -) 3 -3

( ) c Our school does not gne parents the opportunity for an%
meaningful roles (53( 8 -1 91 -2 * _3

( ) d Our school only contacts parents when there is a problem
%%ith their child (54( )3 -I -,-, -) *

-3

9. Here are some possible ways that parents might be involved w ith the school. For
each tell me how valuable you think it would be wry valuable, somewhat
Ialuable, not teo valuable. or not Valuable at all.

\ot
ten Somothat Not Too Naluable Not

ROTATE START AT "X" Naluable Xaluable Valuable at An Sure

( I a !molting parents as promoters and fund raisers for
%our school (55( 63 -1 31 -2 4 -3 1 -4 * --)

( ) h In%ohing parents on a management team to determine
school policies (56( 26 -1 53 -2 15 -3 6 -4 -5

( ) c Prosiding parents with information Ind materials to
support or reinforce What is being taught at school (57( 69 -1 26 -) 4 -3 1 ---1

* _5

I ) d Placing parents on committees that decide the
curriculum of the school (58( 18 -1 49 -2 )3 -3 9 -4

, -
-)

( ) e liming parents do kolunteer %%orls to help out at the
school (59( 68 -1 28 -2 3 _:, 1 -4

* --)

9 i
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5 CARD I 874006-T

10. How satisfied are you with the frequency of contact you have with your students'

parents very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or yell,

dissatisfied?
tell satisfied

Sommh.t satisfied

Somo%hat dissatisfied

%Cr% dissatisfied

Not sure

(6-( 33

45

18

4

1

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

11. When it comes to (READ EACH ITEM) do you think that parents should be actiyelyy,

consulted, or just be kept informed, or not be invoked at all?

ROTATE START AT "X"
Actilel

Consulted
Just Kept
Informed

Not Be
Imohed

At All
Not

Sure

( ) a Changes in chat subjects are taught (68( 44 -1 51 -? ? -3 * -4

h Changes in extra-curricular acm Ines (69( 53 -1 44 -2 1 -3 2 -4

c Changes in class sue polio (70( 45 -1 50 -2 5 -3 1 -4

d Changes in homeAork polio ("1 ( 43 -1 54 -2 2 -3 1 -4

e Changes in the discipline polio (-2( 59 -1 40 -2 1 -3 -: -4

f Changes in the grading standards (-3( 40 -1 5- -2 3 -3 - -4

INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE QL ESTION
SEVERAL TIMES.

12. In general, when parents are involved with education, do you think it is important
for parents to be involved at the school itself, or should parents mainly, be imohed

at home?
tt school (74 ( 41 -1

Nlaml) at home 24 -2

Both (%01 ) 34 -3

\ either MI ) -4

Not sure 1 -5
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6 CARD 2 874006-T

13. Let me ask about some criticisms that are sometimes made of parents. How many

parents do )ou think (READ EACH ITEM) most, man), some, or hardly any?

ROTATh START AT "X-

( ) a Take too little interest in their children's education 2*

( ) h Leave their children alone too much on their ()An after school

( 1 c Fail to Emulate their children so that tlE1 %%ant to learn in
school

( 1 d Fail to discipline their children

( 1 e Set too high or too strict a standard for their children to meet

( 1 f Fad to shim respect for teacher.

( 1 g \ eglect to see that their children s homework gets done

Most
Parents

Man)
Parents

Some
Parents

Hardh
4r.

Parents
Not

Sure

(10( 12 -1 36 -) -H -3 8 -4 * -5

(11( 16 -1 46 -2 33 -3 5 -4 1 -5

(12( 14 -1 39 -2 43 -3 5 -4 *
-5

(13 ( 13 -1 38 -) 44 -3 4 --1 1 -5

(14( ) -1 10 -) 54 -3 35 -4
*

-5

(15( 6 -1 1- -2 55 -3 23 -4
* _5

(16( 14 -1 36 -) 43 -3 6 -4 1 -5

14. Do you think that (READ EACH ITEM) are a major cause, a minor cause, or not a

cause of students' having difficult) in school.

ROTATE START AT "X"
Major
Cause

Minor
Cause

Not 4
Cause

Not
Sure

( i a Single parent families (17 ( 4) -1 50 -) 7 -3 1 -4

( ) h Families where both parents work full-time (18( 25 -1 60 -) 14 -3 1 -4

( 1 c Children 100 are left on their on after school (19( 51 -1 .44 -2 5 -3 1 -4

( 1 d lutomatic prommon (20( 44 -1 41 -2 1) -3 4 -4

( 1 e Boring curriculum (21( 34 -1 51 -) 14 -3 2 -4

( 1 f Teachers not adapting to indnidual student needs (2) ( 43 -1 49 -) 8 -3 1 -4

( 1 g Pmem in the student's home (23( 4- -1 45 -2 8 -3 1 -4

95
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7 CARD 2 874006-T

15. Here are some things that might possibh improse education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help a lot, help some, not help much, or not help at all
to improve education.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a timing parents spend much more tine null their children
in support of school and teachers

( 1 h Getting teachers and parents to !met together and talk
about school policies

( ) c Dining the school nouh the parents immediate!) about
an problem mohing then child

( 1 d timing parents hut teloision until all homenork is
finished

( ) e Establishing a homework hotline nluch students can call
for achice on Min to deal with a homework aNsignment

( ) f Distributing a newsletter to keep parents informed about
what's happening in school

( ) g liming the school gne more guidance to teachers about
how to unol)e parents better in the future

Help
A Lot

(24 ( 84 -1

(25( 52 -1

(26( -1

(2-( 80 -1

(28( 4) -1

(29( 51 -1

(30( 41 -1

help
Some

15 -2

41 -2

21 -2

18 -2

45 -2

39 -2

48 -2

Not
Help
Much

1 -3

6 -3

2 -3

) -3

10 -3

8 -3

10 -3

Not
Help
At All

' -4

1 -4

-4

*
-4

2 -4

1 -4

4 -4

Not
Sure

* -5

* -5

* -I

-5

* -5

* -5

-5

16 Here are some additional ways to utilize the public schools that might possibly
.

benefit the community. For each tell me if }ou approve strongly, approve somewhat,

disapprove somewhat, or disapprove strongly.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a I sing sonic of the school s facilities to organue da)care

Approve
Strongh

Approve
Somewhat

Disapprove
Somewhat

Disapprove
Strongh

Not
Sure

centers for pre-school children (31( 34 -1 39 -2 16 -3 9 -4 1 -5

( ) h I sing school facilities to organue extra- curricular
actnities for students after school (32 ( 66 -1 30 -2 3 -3 1 -4 * -5

( ) c I sing school facilities to offer night classes for adults in
nian) different subjects (33( -8 -1 20 -2 ) -3 * -4 * -5

( 1 d I sing school facilities to organwe special actnmes for the
elderly (34( 58 -1 38 -2 3 -3 1 -4 * -5

9()
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8 CARD 2 874006-T

17. Here are some more things that might possibly improve education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help a lot, help some. not help much, or not help at all
to improve education.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( 1 a Beginning the educational process early.br lit enroll:rig
students in preschool education programs

( 1 h Protiding optional dm-care programs %tali an ydicanonal
component :,..fier the regular school hours

( 1 c Doe loping educational programs deAnc ..: ior students
oho are frequently ahsent from school

( 1 d Detelopmg school programs to intolte parents t; ith
students oho hate special needs

( 1 e Deteloping school programs to intoltkb memhers of the
commundt with students tt ho hate special needs

( 1 f Deteloping different approaches to education outside the
traditional school

( 1 g Prot iding counseling and support services to cnddren
st ith emotional, mental, social or farult prohlems

Help
A Lot

Help
Stunt

Not
Help
Much

Not
Help
At All

Not
Sure

(35( 31 -1 4) -2 15 -3 11 -4 * -5

(36( 2-i -1 53 -2 15 -3 ^ -4 1 -5

(37( 44 -1 38 -2 14 -3 4 -4 1 -5

(38( 6" -1 30 -) ) -3 * -4 * -5

(39( 53 -1 42 -2 4 -3 1 -4 * -5

(40( 41 -1 49 -) -3 1 -4 1 -5

(41( 81 -1 17 -2 2 -3
*

-4 * -5

9

I

I INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT fHE STEM OF THE,
QUESTION SEVERAL TIMES.
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9 CARD 1 874006-T

18. Suppose that parents could choose between several different public schools for
their child. Do you think that most parents would probably be satisfied with their
present school, or would most parents think seriously about choosing a different
school?

Satisfied uith present school

Serioush think about other

Depends (col I

\ot sure

(42( 81-1
15 -2
2 -3
2 --t

19i n Here are some things that might happen if parents were given a choice between
.

scleral different public schools for their child. For each tell me if you think it
probably would happen, or probably would not happen.

ROTATE START AT "IC

I ) a Competimm hetueen schimk to attract students %%mild

Probabl
could
Happen

Probabl
could Not

Happen
Depends
(61.)

\ot
Sure

force schools to imprme (43( 69 -1 28 -) 1 -3 1 -4

( ) h Richer children could end up at hater schools and
poorer children could end up at othcrs ',44( -5 -1 )2 -2 1 -3 1 -4

( ) c Hating a choice between schools could raise the
imohement of parents in their child s education (45( 63 -1 36 -) 1 -3 1 -4

( ) d liming a choice hemeen schools could mean that .t
school uould lose ils identm uith the local communth (46( 52 -1 46 -2 1 -3 1 -4

( ) e liming a choice of schools u( uld mean that a child «mid
go to the school be suited for his or her nib idual
needs (4-'( 66 -1 32 -2 1 -3 1 -4

( I f Some schools could be unpopular and cluldmi going
there could lose ocit (48( 5 -1 2i -2 1 -3 1 -4
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10 CARD 2 874006-T

20. Here are some things that might possibly help to present teenagers from dropping
out of school. For each tell me if you think it 'would help a lot, help some. not help
much, or not help at all in presenting drop-outs.

ROTATE START AT 'V

( ) a Haing the school inform parents numedrateh about am
absence or truancy

I I h !bung the school sponsor more es'-a-curricular
amities after ':ool

I 1 c Increasing the opportunities zailable to those %%ho finish
school such as jobs and co:lege scholarships

( 1 d Prmiding more ocational education and job training

( ) e Ihning schools prmide special help to students %%ho are
lading

I 1 f Creating programs in uhich students can go to school
part of the day and %%ork at a job part of the da

Help
A lot

(49( 63

(50( 20

(51( 61

(52( 70

(53( 59

(54( 57

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Help
Some

29 -2

-4 -2

33 -2

26 -2

35 -2

36 -2

Not
Help
Much

6 -3

23 -3

5 -3

3 -3

5 -3

5 -3

Not
Help
At All

1 -4

9 -4

1 -4

1 -4

1 -4

2 -4

Not
Sure

* -5

-5

*
-5

* --)

* -5

* _5

99

INTERVIEWER: BE SIRE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE
Ql. ESTION SEVERAL TIMES.

,

21 At your school is the problem of students dropping out a major problem. minor
problehi. or not a problem?

major problem (55( 9-1
1 minor problem 40 -2

\ ot a problem 50 -3
\ ot sure 1 -4
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11 CARD 2 8740064

10(1

22. Have you ever seriously considered leaving teaching to go into sonic other
occupation?

less considered

\o, not considered

\ot sure

23 within the next the years hold likely is it that you will leave the teaching profession
to go into some di)f'er2nt occupation very likely. fairly likely. not too likely. or not
at all likely?

ler% likel% (i-( 11-1

Fairy likely 1) -2
\ot t(,o likeh 31 -3
\ot at all 111.4,! 46 --I
\ot sure 1 -5

16.1



12 CARD 2 8'4006-T

101

Fl. Is the area where your school is located considered inner city, urban, suburban,
small town, or rural?

Inner ut

Urban

Suburban

Small toun

Rural .

Not sure

(58( 12

10
24
30
24

*

-1

-2

-3

-4
-5

-6

F2. For purposes of receiving state school aid, is your school district considered to be
of above average wealth, average wealth, or below average wealth?

F3.

Above average wealth

Average wealth

Below average wealth

Not sure

(59( 21

43
35

1

-1

-2

-3
-4

Regardless of the number of schools you've taught in, for about how many years, in
total have you worked as a teacher?

Mean = 15% searsLI I years Median = 15 'ears

(Note60-6
ure

1)
(o2( -1

F4What was the last grade or level of school that you yourself completed?
,

I READ LIST IF NECESSARY

Less than high school (grades 1-11)

High school graduate (grade 12)

(63 ( -1
,* 4

Some college
* _3

No-year college graduate * -4
Four-year college graduate 14 -5
Some graduate credits 32 -6
Master's completed 26 -7

Credits beyond master's 26 -8
Phi) completed 1 -9
Not sure -0
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TASK EVERYONE

F5. How old are you?
READ LIST

F6.

F7.

F8.

F9

F10.

102

18 to 20

21 to 24

25 to 29

30 to 34

35 to 39

40 to 44

45 to 49

50 to 61

65 or over

(64( -1

2 -2
7 -3

14 -4
22 -5

21 -6

13 -7

20 -8
1 -9

Do you live in the same school district in which you teach, or do you live in some
other school district?

Live in same district

Live in other district

''.4:ot sure

(65( 56

44
*

-1

-2
_3

Do you have any children who are under age 21?

Yes

No

Not sure

(66( 59

41
*

-1

-2
_3

Have you ever served in a position, or have you ever been asked to serve in a
position, of supervising other teachers?

ties, served or was asked to serve

Not sure

(67( +4 -1

55 -2
3

Have you ever received any award, citation, or special recognition for your teaching?

ties. received

No, did not

Not sure

(68( 'H -1
56 -2
* _3

Do you consider yourself white, black, Asian, or what?

White

Black

Asian

Other

Not sure

Refused

(69( 90 -1
7 -2
1 3
1 -4

-5

1 -6

That completes the interview. Thank you very much for your cooperation!

Time Ended:

F70-80Z
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LOUIS HARRIS AND ASSOCIATES, INC

630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10111

I PARE V/1

1111/
= 2 oil

/1i/e 0/1'I(1: I sk

Quolionnaire 10

6

Study No. 874006 (Parents)

May 12,1987 Sample Point No.: 1111111
10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 14 - 15 16 - 17

Interviewer: I D. No.: Date.

Area Code: Telephone No

Hello, I'm from Louis Harris and Associates.
the national opinion polling and research firm in New York. We are conducting a national
survey among parents of public school children to learn some of their attitudes about the
American educational system, and we would like to speak with someone in your household.

10 3

S1 How many children are there in the family under age 21 who have attended
public school?

None (28( 0 -0

One 41 -1
More than one 59 -2

S2. And that child is a boy. or girl?

S3.

Bo%

Girl

(29( 54 -1
46 -2

(SCREEN OUT, ASK QUESTIONS
ON BACK)

(ASK Q S2)

(SAY THESE QL ESTIONS WILL ALL

BE ABOUT THE CHILD WHO HAS

aLEBRATED THE MOST RECENT
BIRTHDAY WHAT IS THAT CHILD'S
FIRST NAME')

Would you be the parent or legal guardian who knows about that child's education
and school. (IF NO, ASK TO SPEAK WITH THAT PERSON)

S4. And is that child now in elementary school, juif,or high school, high school, or out
of school?

Elementary

Junior high/middle

High school .

Out of school

(30( 44
19

25
12

-1

-2

-3
-4

(GO TO Q

(SAY THESE Qt. ESTIONS WILL REFER

WEIGHTED BY RACE, PARENT'S

EDUCATION, AND SINGLE VS. TWO PARENTS

107

TO HIS/HER LAST YEARS IN tiLIC
SCHOOL)
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1. lam going to read several aspects on which public schools can be judged. For each,
please tell me whether you would rate your school excellent, good, fair, or poor on

that aspect. (READ EACH ITEM)

ROTATE START AT "X" Excellent Good Fair Poor

Not Sure
or Not

Applicable

( ) a The school's phyatal facilities (31( 26 -1 46 -2 2() -3 7 -4 1 -5

( ) h The qualifications and competence of teachers in sour
sch0o1 (32( 26 -1 48 -2 20 -3 4 -4 2 -5

( ) c The effectneness of the school hoard in dealing with
Nchool matters (33( 15 -1 43 -2 27 -3 11 -4 4 -5

( 1 d The amount of homework assigned h% the school (34( 16 -1 47 -2 24 -3 9 -4 4 -5

( 1 e The amount of support for the school shown h. the
parents (35( 26 -1 41 -2 23 -3 9 -4 1 -5

( ) f The qualit% of the homework assigned h. the schoo: (36( 17 -1 -19 -> 2 -3 7 -4f 4 -5

( ) g The degree to which most teachers seem to care about
their students (37( 31 -1 39 -2 21 -3 9 -4 5

( ) h The degree to which most students seem motnated to
learn (38( 15 -1 44 -2 30 -3 9 -4 2 -5

( ) i The mailabilit% and responsneness of teachers when
%ou need to contact them (39( 38 -1 38 -2 16 -3 8 -4 1 -5

( ) i The success of the school in preparing students for
lobs after high school (40( 12 -1 32 -2 19 -3 13 -4 25 -5

( ) k The success of the school in preparing students for
education be%ond high school (41', 17 -1 40 -2 20 -3 8 -4 16 -5

( ) I The relations hem cen parents and teachers in tour
school (4)( )5 -1 47 -2 21 -3 7 -4 1 -5

( ) m The extent to which the school enables students to
achiew acme success in their work each da% (43( 2() -1 50 -2 23 -3 5 -4 2 -5

DO NOT ROTATE

I 1 n The 0%erall qualm of the education that %our child
recenes (44( 27 -1 50 -2 18 -3 5 -4 1 -5

168
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2 Is the education that children receive in school better today or worse today than the
education that s"as being given? (READ .:ACH ITEM)

Same, No
Better gorse Difference Not
Today Today (vol.) Sure

( ) a. Three years ago (45( 58 -1 18 -2 15 -3 9 --I
( ) b Ten years agu (46( 62 -1 26 -2 5 -3 7 -4
( ) c When you yourself %%ere in school (47( 62 -1 32 -2 3 -3 3 -4

3.

4.

5.

Have you ever felt awkward or reluctant about approaching a teacher to talk with
them about your child?
les

No

Not sure

(48( 19

81
*

-1

-2
_3

If you needed to meet with a teacher about your child, what time of day would be
most convenient "1r you before the school day, during the school day, after
school, or in the evening? (MULTIPLE RECORD)

Before the school day . (49 ( 17 -1
During the school day 24 -2
After school 43 -3
In the eYening 32 -4
Not sure 2 -5

In trying to increase the involvement of parents with the school, do you think that
the teache- can take the first step, or can only parents take the first step?
Teacher can

Only parents can

Both (%01)

Not sure

(50( 45
24
30

2

-1

-2

-3
-4

6 . Tell me whether you agree or diFagi-e with each statement aboutyour school.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a Our school does a good lob of encouraging parental
involvement in educational areas

Agree

(51 ( 73 -1

Disagree

26 -2

Not
Sure

1 -3
( ) h Our school does a good lob of encouraging parental

involvement in sports, arts, and other non-subject 'areas (52 ( 77 -1 21 -2 2 -3

( ) c Our s-hoot (I, cs not give parents the opportunity for any
meaningful roles . (53( 22 -1 76 -2 2 -3

( ) d Our school only contacts patents Yy hen there is a problem
with their child . . . (54( 55 -1 43 -2 1 -3
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7.

CARD 1 874006-P

Here are so.ae possible ways that parents might be involved with the school. For

each tell me how valuable you think it would be very valuable, somewhat

valuable, not too valuable, or not valuable at all.

ROTATE START AT "X"

) A Inn-Acing parents as promoters and find raisers for
your school

%en
Valuable

(55( 53 -1

Somewhat
Valuable

37 -2

Not Too
Valuable

6 -3

Not
Valuable

at All

3 -4

Not
Sure

* -5

) h Involving parents on a management team to determine
school policies (56( 51 -1 36 -2 9 -3 3 -4 1 -5

) c Pnwiding parents with information and materials to
z.upport or reinforce what is being taught at school (57( 74 -1 23 -2 3 -3 * -4 1 -5

) d Placing parents on committees that decide the
curriculum of the school (58( 47 -1 39 -2 9 -3 4 -4 1 -5

( ) e Having parents do volunteer work to help Out the
school . (59( 67 -1 29 -2 3 -3 1 -4 * -5

/06 110
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8. How often do you (READ EACH ITEM) never, once a year, 2 or 3 times per year, or
more than 3 times per year?

ROTATE START AT "X" Neer
Once a

Year

2 or 3
limes
a Year

More
Than

3 limes
a fear

Not
Sure

( ) a Attend a play sports eent. or concert at the school (60( 11 -1 10 -2 29 -3 50 I *
-5

, ) b Meet in person with a teacher or school official
one-on-one (61( 5.-1 15 -2 38 -3 41 -.4 1 -5

( ) c Talk on the telephore with a teacher or school official (62( 18 -1 17 -2 :,0 -3 34 -4 1 -5

( ) d Exchange written notes with a teacher or school official
about some problem your child is having (63( 34 -1 16 -2 23 -3 27 -.4 1 -5

( ) e Attend meetings of a parents' group such as the PTA (64( 32 -1 14 -2 25 -3 30 -4 1 -5

( ) f Go in to the school to hear about and discuss school
Issues and see the school environment (65( 13 -1 19 -2 32 -3 35 --I * _5

107

r.

9.

INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE
QUESTION SEVERAL TIMES.

Have you ever taken time of from your work to visit the school?
les (66( 65 -1
\.0 27 -2
\ot sure

Don't work (so! )

111

.s _3

8 -4
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10. How satisfied are you with the frequency of contact you have with your child's
teachers and school very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or
very dissatisfied?
Neil satisfied

Soinnhat satisfied

SomeA hat dissatisfied

Neil dissatisfied

Not sure

(67( 53

32

10

5

-1

-2

-3

-4
_5

11. When it comes to (READ EACH ITEM) do you think that parents should be actively

consulted, or just be kept informed, or not be involved at all?

ROTATE START AT "X"
4ctiit

Consulted
Just Kept
Informed

Not Be
Imbed

4t 411

Not
Sure

( ) a Changes in A hat subjects are taught (68( 51 -1 -17.2 2 -3
* -4

( ) h Changes in extra-curricular actnities (69( 46 -1 52 -2 2 -3
*

-4

( )c Changes in class sue poll() (70( 43 -1 51 -2 5 -3 1 -4

( ) d Changes in hommrk pelic (71( 42 -1 54 -2 3 -3 1 -4

( ) e Changes in discipline poliq (72( 59 -1 39 -2 1 -3 1 -4

( ) f Changes in grading standards (73( 45 -1 51 -2 :., -, 1 -4

108

12.

INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE
QUESTION SEVERAL TIMES.

In general, when parents are involved with education, do you think it is important
for parents to be invoked at the school itself, or should parents mainly be involved
at home?
At school

Nlainh at home

Both ( ol )

Neither 0 01)

Not sure

(74( .42

25

32
*

1

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

112
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109

13a. How often is your child on his her own between the end of school and 5:30 p.m.
never, one or two days a week, or almost every day?
Never (75( 58 -1
One or to dais a iieek 17 -2
almost evil dm 24 -3
Not sure 1 --f

13b. If his her school provided an educational program for him her from after school
until 5:30 p.m., would he she never use it, use it one cr two days a week, or use it
almost every day?

13c.

13d.

Uuld never use

Mould use one or mo dais a iieek

would use almost (Nei) dm

Depends liol )

Not sure

Q.13b
Education Program

(76( 33 -1
38 -)
24 -3
4 -4
1 -5

Q.13c
Non-education Pr( gram

(77( 21 -1

49 -2
26 -3
4 -4
1 -5

And if his her school provided a non-educational program of recreation or extra-
curricular activities after school until 5:30 p.m., would he/she never use it, use it
one or two days a week, or use it almost every day? (RECORD ABOVE)

Suppose that the school budget could not afford to pay for these kind of after
school programs. Would you be willing to pay for an educational program after
school, or not?

les. idling to pa%

\o
Cannot afford WA )

Depends MI )

Not sure

Q.13d
Education Program

(78( 59 -1
25 -2
3 -3

11 -4
1 -5

Q.13e
\ on-education Program

(79( 52 -1
34 -2
2 -3

11 -4
1 -5

13e. Would }ou be willing to pay for a non-education after school program of
recreation or extra-curricular activities, or not? (RECORD ABOVE)

80Z
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14. Let me ask about some criticisms that are sometimes made of parents. How many
parents do you think (READ EACH ITEM) most. many., some. or hardly any?

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a Take too little interest in their children's education

( ) b Lease their children alone too much on their own after
school

( ) c Fail to motivate their children so that the want to learn in
school

( ) d Fail to discipline their children

( ) e Set too high or too strict a standard for their children to meet

( ) f Fail to show respect for teachers

( ) g Neglect to see that thei. children's homework gets done

Most
Parents

Many
Parents

Some
Parents

Hardily
Any

Parents
Not
Sure

(10( 20 -1 3) -) 37 -3 9 -4 2 -5

(11( 21 -1 38 -2 30 -3 7 -4 3 -5

"A( 19 -1 33 -2 38 -3 8 -4 2 -5

(13( 23 -1 35 -2 34 -3 6 -4 2 -5

(14( 12 -1 18 -2 48 -3 20 -4 ) -5

(15( 14 -1 20 -2 46 -3 17 -4 3 -5

(16( 19 -1 30 -2 39 -3 9 -4 2 -5
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15. Here are some things that might possibly improve education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help a lot, help some, not help much, or not help at all
to improve education.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a liming parents spend much more time with their children
in support of school and teachers

Help
4 Lot

(17( 70 -1

Help
Some

28 -2

Not
Help
Much

2 -3

Not
Help
At All

* ---1

Not
Sure

1 -5

( ) h Getting teachers and parents to meet and talk about
schoo; policies (18( 58 -1 36 -2 4 -3 1 -4 * -5

( ) c Having the school notift the parents immediately about
an} problem invoking their child (19( 88 -1 11 -2 1 -3 * -4 *-5

( ) d liming parents limit television until all homework is
finished (20( 79 -1 17 -2 3 -3 1 -4 1 -5

( ) c Establishing a homework hotline xxhich students can call
for :.deice on how to deal with a homework assignment (21( 64 -1 28 -2 5 -3 2 -4 1 -5

( ) f Distributing a newsletter to keep parents informed about
what's hat- pening in school (22( 68 -1 28 -2 3 -3 1 -4 * -5

( ) g liming the school gne more guidance to teachers about
how to iinoke parent~ better in the future (23( 60 -1 36 -2 2 -3 1 -4 1 -5

16Here are some additional ways to utilize the public schools that might possibly
benefit the community. For each tell me if you approve strongly, approve somewhat,
disapprove somewhat, or disapprove strongly.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a l sing some of the school's facilities to organise dm-care

Approte
Strongly

Approve
Somewhat

Disapprote
Somewhat

Disapprote
Strongly

Not
Sure

centers for preschool children (24( 41 -1 36 -2 14 -3 8 -4 1 -5

( ) h l sing school facilities to organire extra-curricular
actnities for students after school (25( 59 -1 35 -2 4 -3 1 -4 * -5

( ) c l sing school facilities to offer night classes for adults in
many different subjects (26( 73 -1 24 -2 2 -3 1 -4 * -5

( ) d l sing school facilities to organise special actnities for the
elderly (27( 61 -1 31 -2 5 -3 2 -4 * -5

III
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17. Here are some more things that might possibly improve education. For each tell me
whether you think it would help a lot, help some, not help much, or not help at all
to improve education?

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a Beginning the educational proces, earlilk enrolling
students in preschool education programs

Help
A Lot

(28( -t9 -1

Help
Some

32 -2

\ot
Help
Much

11 -3

\ot
Help
At All

' -4

\ot
Sure

1 -5

( ) b Prmiding optional da -care programs with an educational
component after the regular school hours (29( 39 -1 43 -2 11 -3 6 -4 1 -5

( ) c Doe loping educational programs designed for students
%ho are frequend absent from school (30( 54 -1 30 -2 9 -3 5 -4 1 -5

( ) d Dew loping school programs to mole parents girth
students who have special needs (31( 73 -1 26 -2 1 -3

* -4 * _5

( ) e Doe loping school programs to inythe members of the
commumn with students %%ho have special needs (32( 62 -1 33 -2 4 -3 1 -4 1 -5

( ) f Doetoping different approaches to education outside the
traditional school (33( 40 -1 -19 -2 6 -3 2 -4 2 -5

( ) g Prmiding counseling and support senices to children
%%itit emotional. mental, social, or famil problems (34( 80 -1 18 -2 1 -3 1 -4

112

INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE QUESTION
SEVERAL TIMES.

i
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18.

19.

Suppose you could choose between several different public schools for your child.
Would you probably be satisfied with your present school, or would you think
seriously about choosing a different school?

Satisfied with present school

Senousb think about other

Depends (ml )

VA sine

Here are some things that might happen if parents were given a choice between
several different public schools for their child. For each tell me if you think it
probably would happen, or probably would not happen.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a Competition hetween schools to attract students would
force schools to improve

( ) h Richer children would end up at better schools and
poorer children would end up at others

( 1 c Haying a choice hetween schools would raise the
imohement of parents in their child's education

( 1 d Haying a choice hetween schools would mean that a
school would lose its identib with the local commit)

( 1 e liming a choice of schools would mean that a child could
go to the school hest suited for his or her indnidual
needs

( ) f Some schools would he unpopular and children going
there would lose out

Probablt
would

Happen

(36( 69

(3; ( 70

(38( 62

(39( 48

(40( 71

(41 ( 69

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Probab4
would Not
Happen

28 -2

27 -2

35 -)

49 -)

27 -2

29 -2

Depends
Oa

1 -3

1 -3

1 -3

1 -3

1 -3

1 -3

Not
Sure

2 --i

1 --1

) -4

2 -4

2 -4

1 -4

11i
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20. Here are some things that might possibly help to prevent teenagers from dropping
ont of school. For each tell me if you think it would help a lot, help some, not help
much, or not help at all in preventing drop-outs.

ROTATE START AT "X"

( ) a Hating the school inform parents immediatelt about an
absence or truanct

( ) b Hating the school sponsor more extra-curricular
actnities after school

( ) c Increasing the opportunities available to those who finish
school such as lobs and college scholarships

( ) d Providing more t ocanonal education and lob training

( ) e Having schools pnwide special help to students who
are failing

( ) f Creating programs in which students can go to school
part of the dat and work at a lob part of the dat

Help
A Lot

(42( 78

(43( 37

(44( 72

(45( 78

(46( 76

(47( 62

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Help
Some

17 -2

39 -.:

24 -2

19 -2

21 -2

30 -2

\ot
Help
Aluch

3 -3

16 -3

2 -3

2 -3

2 -3

5 -3

Not
Help
At All

1 -4

8 -4

1 -4

1 -4

1 -4

2 -4

Not
Sure

* _5

1 -5

*
-5

* _5

1 -5

1 -5

114

INTERVIEWER: BE SURE TO REPEAT THE STEM OF THE
QUESTION SEVERAL TIMES.

21 At your school is the problem of students dropping out a major problem, minor
problem, or not a problem?

A major problem

A minor problem

\ot a problem

\lit sure

(48( 18

44
32

6

-1

-2

-3

-4

1

118
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Fl. What is the last year of school that you yourself completed?

Less than high school (grades 1-111

High school graduate (grade 121

Some college (grades 13-15)

Cliege graduate (grade 16)

Post graduate (grade 17 and over)

Not sure
Refused

(49( 23

39

18

11

10

:

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

F2. Are you presently married, divorced, separated, widowed, or never married?

F3.

F4.

F5.

Married

Dnorced

Separated

Widowed

Never married

(50( 75

12

4

4
4

-1 ASK Q.F3

-2

-3

-4 SKIP TO Q.F4
-5

Not sure -6

Refused -7

IF MARRIED, ASK]

Is your spouse currently working at full-time job, part-time job, or not working
outside the home?

Full-time lob (51( 74 -1

Part -time lob . 9 -2

Not working outside the home 15 -3

Work at home (o1) -4

Refused 2 -5

How old are you?

IF HESITANT, READ LIST

18 to 20 (52( * -1

21 to 24 2 -2

25 to 29 9 -3

30 to 34 19 -4

35 to 49 24 -5

40 to ±4 22 -6

45 to 49 12 -7

50 to 64 11 -8

65 to 74 1 -9

75 and over * -0

Not sure (53(- -1

Refused 1 -2

Are you currently working at a full -time job, part-time job, or not working outside
the home?

Full-time lob . (54( 59 -1

Part-time lob 14 -2
Not working outside the home . . 23 -3

115
Work at home Col ) . -4
Refused 4 -5
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F6. Which of the following income categories best describes your total 1986 household
income? Was it? (READ LIST)

S-,i00 or less

5-501 to S15.00

515,001 to $25.000

515,001 to 535.000

535,001 to 550.000

$50.001 to 5-5.000

S-5,001 or over

Not sure

Refused

(55( 9
12

20

20

20

9

4
2

5

-1

-2

-3

-4
-5

-6
-7
-8

-9

F7. Are you of Hispanic origin or descent, or not?

Yes, of Hispanic origin (56 ( 9 -1
No, not of Hispanic origin 88 -2
Not sure 2 -3
Refused * -4

F8. Do you consider yourself white, black, oriental, or what?

F9

F10.

F11.

White
. (57( 81 -1

Black 15 -2
Oriental Asian or Pacific Islander 1 -3
American Indian or Alaskan name 1 -4
Not sure 1 -5
Refused 1 -6

And how many children, under age 18, are there in this household who have
attended public schools?

One (58( 42 -1

No 32 -2
Three 13 -3
Four 4 -4
Fie 1 -5
Si x cr more 1 -6
None 7 -7 (e g now over IS)

Not sure
*

-8

What language is spoken most of the time at home?

English

Spanish

Other

Not sure

(59( 97
2

1

*

-1

-2

-3

-4

FROM OBSERVATION: Sex of adult respondent.

Male .

Female

(60( 31 -1
(39 -2

no That completes the interview Thank you very much for your cooperation!

Region Sue of Place I-7
I 61-80Z

East 23 South 37 Central city 25 Outside SMSA t9
Midwest 25 West 16

120R
est of SMSA 36
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Number of parents & work status of parents

Solo Parents
Not working 6%
Aork part-lime 41:70 25%
Aork full lime 15%

Duo Parents
One not working 2 7 °/0

Both not work, at least one only part
time 19% 75%
Both work full time 29%

100%
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